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Preface
My motivation to do a project addressing the needs of blind and visually impaired people began in
September 2016, when I wrote a research proposal for my first course of the Master’s—Introduction to
Human-Technology Interaction. When for many of my peers it was daunting to choose a topic, I knew
from day one that I wanted to contribute to the generation of technologies that would enrich the lives of
blind people. Being in a world where product developments and experiences are generally designed for
the sighted, I wanted to rethink the use of new technologies to cater to the capacities available in senses
beyond vision. In particular, the sense of touch seems to have been pushed to the back seat behind the
visual and auditory components making up a user-technology interaction. I wanted to take a step forward
to change this.
Thus, in such proposal I brought forth the idea of investigating the use of a pin-matrix interface to
render tactile graphics with higher dimensionality and granularity than traditional 2D tactile graphics, thus
seeking to improve recognition of visual information. Later, I had the opportunity to evolve this initial idea
into a prototype, which I developed together with a group of colleagues, Stephanie Riffo Rodriguez, Joran
Savenije, and Bertus van Wetering, for the course of Management of Product Development in October
2017. For that project, the product concept consisted of a tablet with a digital 3D pin-matrix designed as
an educational tool for blind and visually impaired children, in which they could learn about the visual world
through touch. We validated the proof of concept by pitching and testing the idea at one of Bartiméus’
primary school for special education. There, it was very gratifying to finally see this idea come to life and be
received with the enthusiasm that it did from the biology teacher, the ICT coordinator and the volunteered
blind participant that tested the prototype. In particular, this participant expressed that such tool would
indeed be useful when learning about STEM topics (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics),
for which having access to tactile, visual models and representations are key for understanding.
In addition, the participant also happen to mention that such tool could also potentially help him
design and feel the characters he creates for his games. This of course intrigued me! He turned out to be
a blind game developer, and he loved designing and creating fantasy worlds of his own. As a result, he
inspired me to think beyond tools that mainly focused on providing access to visual information. He made
me realize about the need for technology that allows blind people to not only access, but also manipulate
and design visual information themselves. Just because they do not use vision, it does not mean they
cannot see. They still see and imagine the world through a different perspective, and these blind creators
should have the right tools to express their ideas and grow as designers or developers. This realization
forms the core purpose of the present research, and I was fortunate to have had the chance to reconnect
with that very same participant, who now became the main blind creator introduced in this project.
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Abstract
The aim of this research is to investigate the potential of 3D tactile
interfaces as a means for blind and visually impaired people to
create and manipulate visual information. The overall intent is to
bring attention to the importance of empowering this population with
creative tools that can allow them to develop ideas and technical skills
growing in demand today. In particular, the goals of this research are
to:
•

Provide an overview about how blind people perceive and process
haptic information.

•

Uncover insights about what it means to be a blind designer by
learning about their motivations, creative processes and solutions,
needs, and challenges when working on a project.

•

Explore different tactile interfaces to discuss the extent to which
they can facilitate or improve the creative process of blind
designers.

The latter two objectives were achieved by first conducting an in-depth
case study about a blind game developer, and second carrying two
participatory design workshops with sighted-blindfolded designers,
and the aforementioned blind game developer. The outcome of this
research suggests design guidelines for the development of creative
haptic tools for blind creators.
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Introduction

Figure 1. Illustrations from the book
“The Little Prince”; Top: drawing of
what may seem a brown cowboy hat,
but it is the outside view of a boa
constrictor digesting an elephant;
Bottom: the same drawing of the
boa, but now showing the inside view
(Saint-Exupéry, & Howard, 2000, p.1-2).

The main character from the famous book “The Little Prince”, by
Antoine de Saint-Exupéry, has a wonderful thing in common with
someone who is blind: they both can see beyond what is right in
front of them (Saint-Exupéry & Howard, 2000). Sighted people may
have the tendency to play the role ‘grown-ups’ play in the book. A
role in which one judges something by its appearance, or one fails
to consider other solutions, or perspectives, due to relying too much
on previous concepts, expectations, and only on what the eyes
are telling you. In the book, the main character, the pilot, makes a
drawing as a kid of what, at first sight, may seem to be a hat (see
Figure 1). The grown-ups he showed the drawing to in the story
always saw a hat and never what the pilot was actually portraying: a
boa constrictor who was digesting an elephant. Indeed, seeing that
shape and the color brown makes it likely to perceive the drawing as
a hat, and thus we fall into the trap of the objectivity and rationality
of the eye (Macpherson, 2009). After all, sighted people tend to
strongly rely on vision to move around and learn about the world.
The drawing of the pilot was in fact full of imagination,
and it required people to think outside the box to understand it—
seeing beyond what was right in front of them. Like the pilot, blind
and visually impaired people develop new ways of utilizing and
fine-tuning their other senses to both experience and express the
world around them, differently than sighted people do. Imagining
the world from a perspective of touch and hearing allows them to
shift focus to other elements, such as a congenitally blind person
recounts: “I have never dreamt in pictures; I always dream in sound
and texture so… if I am walking, I will be able to feel grass under my
feet” (Macpherson, 2009, p.184). While most of our attention goes
to the visual channel, we tend to oversee other ways of experiencing
the same object or scene. For example, a blind man “judges his
proximity to the fire by the degrees of heat,” “the proximity of bodies
by the action of the air on his face,” and “the fullness of vessels
by the sound made by liquids he pours into them” (Macpherson,
2009, p.181). Too often, blindness is conceptualized simply as an
impairment; rather, blindness creates its own unique worlds seen
from a different angle.

Blind and visually impaired people turn to other senses, like
touch and hearing, to compensate for their lack of vision, inevitably
giving them other ways to perceive and interpret the world. For
example, the drawing in Figure 2 was made by a blind teenager.
At first sight, it may seem to be a plate of beans or a papaya cut
in half because we assume the drawing is of an object seen from
a distance at a certain vantage point. However, for a blind person,
the perception of objects in the world is based on what is at the
grasp of their body, based on how the texture, shape, temperature,
and other material properties feel with their hands, feet, and skin.
“As much as sight needs distance to see, touch needs contact”
(Claudet, 2014, p.5). If you are sighted, imagine how would you
draw a river. Maybe you think of drawing a scene with a long,
blue line stretching across some green hills. For Maria Lucia, the
creator behind the illustration in Figure 2, that is her representation
of a river. The oval shape is how the water feels when it wraps
around her waist, and the little dots inside are the pebbles she

Figure 2. Illustration by Maria Lucia
Duarte, a blind teenager, about her
representation of a river, showing the
outline of an oval with multiple, smaller
ovals inside (Claudet, 2014).
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feels with her feet at the bottom of the river (Claudet, 2014). We
see how she sees the world based on the points of contact she
has experienced when being in a river. Another example is the
drawing from another blind teenager, Marek, who shows the way
he sees a bus. In Figure 3, we see two horizontal parallel lines
and a single vertical line to the right. These represent the contact
points he has when entering a bus, which include the two steps he
uses to enter the bus—the two parallel lines—and the bar he holds
on to as he goes up the steps—the vertical line (Claudet, 2014).
Thus, touch becomes a form of visual imagery for the blind, but so
does sound.

Figure 3. Illustration by Marek Bob, a
blind teenager, about his representation
of a bus, showing two horizontal parallel
lines and one vertical line to the right
(Claudet, 2014).

Figure 4. Illustration titled ‘New Year Waltz, Berlin” by EW. It dates to
January 1st, 2009, and it depicts a couple dancing to Waltz music
(Kennedy, 2014, p.34).

A woman, E.W., became blind as an infant and has no
recollection of any visual experience (Kennedy, 2014). She took
the initiative to start drawing in order to express her non-visual
experiences of not just from other senses, like sound, smell,
and touch, but also to express more abstract sensations like the
flow of time, emotions, and atmosphere onto paper. In Figure 4,
E.W. depicts a couple dancing to Waltz music on a New Year’s
Eve, where the swirly lines represent the murmuring of people
talking in the background, and the short diagonal lines symbolize
the Waltz rhythm as it dances in her ears (Kennedy, 2014). Her
use of lines to show the surface edges or outlines of the dancing
bodies also becomes apparent. In the same manner that sighted
people represent the shape of an object using lines and curves,
blind people can do so through touch. Objects within arms-reach
can be explored to determine its overall shape and features. Thus,
drawing can come as natural to visually impaired people as it does
to the sighted because object boundaries can both be seen and
touched (Kennedy, 2003).
Altogether, the sample of illustrations presented here
reveal how motivating drawing and expressing themselves can
be for blind people. Something as simple as creating images with
pen and paper, which is often viewed as a purely visual activity,
can be rethought as creative tools designed for the sense of touch
5 | Empowering Blind Creators | G. Feijóo Carrillo

(Kennedy, 2014). Lacking sight creates unique
ways of seeing the world; however, how can blind
creators convey this perspective when they do not
have the right tools to do so at their disposal?
Most of
the research dedicated to
improving the lives of blind and visually impaired
people has focused on accessibility. With
good reason, access to physical and digital
environments has been a main concern for the
differently abled who are often excluded or limited
to what they can do, based on what the “abled”
world designs for them. Many useful solutions
have improved how this audience navigates
through urban settings, uses public transportation,
and shops for goods and services. In education,
raised-line tactile drawings, embossed graphics,
and Braille texts have traditionally given access to
learning material; more recently, 3D printed tactile
objects and haptic technologies have shown to
provide more vivid representations of topics in
STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and
Mathematics) and improve engagement of blind
students (Kolitsky, 2014; I et al., 2016; Dhaher
& Clements, 2017). In the digital realm, screen
readers and refreshable Braille devices have
facilitated computer usage and Web navigation;
yet, access to digital media is still dependent on
the accessibility standards followed by websites,
the complexity of content to be converted by
the screen-reader, and the user’s physical or
intellectual skillset (Sili, Gira, & Mayer, 2017).
In all, blind and visually impaired people
have had to adapt to a visual-dominated world and
overcome barriers to obtain more equal access
to information as their sighted counterparts.
However, research efforts need to go beyond
accessibility. Once an aspiring blind engineer
has access to a 3D printed model, how can she
create or edit one herself? How can a blind game
developer create and feel the characters he wants
to bring to life? Or how can a blind sculptor bring
her physical creations into a digital form and vice
versa?
There is a lack of creative tools for
blind people to realize their ideas and exercise
competences that are valuable in today’s
workforce. In Europe, there are approximately 30
million blind and visually impaired people, from
which those with working age have an average
unemployment rate of over 75% (European Blind
Union, 2010). By researching the potential of
creative tools, this user base can be empowered
not only to express their unique perspectives, but
also to gain technical competences that have
been out of reach and, thus, improve their career
opportunities.

A vast research in literature has shown that
3D tactile representations allow blind and visually
impaired people to recognize objects with greater
ease using touch alone, than 2D representations
(Klatzky, Lederman, & Metzger,1985; Thompson
& Chronicle, 2006). The aim of this research
is to investigate the potential of 3D tactile
interfaces as a medium for blind and visually
impaired designers and engineers to create and
manipulate visual information. The results of
this research are intended to contribute towards
the development of technologies that allow this
population to become more active participants of
society. More importantly, it is a stepping stone
towards changing the attitudes and stereotypes
the general public often has about the label
disability, which is often related to dependency,
deficiency, and inability (Lenney & Sercombe,
2002). By shedding a light on the creativity and
drive people with blindness have, the greater
population can realize the untapped value they
can bring to innovation, and to a visual-dominated
world, and start seeing them, not solely as blind,
but as blind creators.
In Part I of the study, we provide first an
overview of how blind and visually impaired
people perceive the world through touch, then
how they process tactile information, and finally
an overview of tactile interfaces for this audience.
Part II presents the research design and qualitative
insights resulting from an in-depth interview with
a blind game developer, our expert user, and two
participatory design workshops with blindfolded
designers and engineers, together with the expert
user. The outcome of the research specifies a set
of design guidelines and ideas that can serve as
a foundation to develop tactile creative tools that
can facilitate or enrich the creative process of
blind designers, developers, and engineers.
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i. Perceiving
The Haptic System
In order to inform the design of creative haptic
tools for blind and visually impaired people, it is
important to first have an understanding of the
sense of touch. This perceptual modality allows
to manipulate, detect and distinguish between
sensations of contact, and it is more complex that
it may seem. The sense of touch encompasses
the combined perceptual system of tactile and
kinesthetic senses, which together are referred
to as the haptic system (Klatzky, Lederman, &
Reed, 1987). The word haptic indicates the “ability
to experience the environment through active
exploration, typically with our hands,” as we do
when exploring or manipulating an object to get a
sense of its shape and material properties (RoblesDe-La-Torre, 2006, p. 27). In order to perform this
ability, we therefore rely on the important roles of
tactile and kinesthetic perception.
Tactile perception allows us to feel
sensations from different nerve receptors
at the surface of the skin that are sensitive
to
temperature
(thermoreceptors),
pain
(nociceptors), and skin deformations or
displacements (mechanoreceptors) such as
vibrations, pressure and stretching (Haans
& Ijsselsteijn, 2005). Meanwhile, kinesthetic
perception, also referred as kinesthesia or
proprioception, is the ability to sense one’s own
body posture and movements, without the need
to rely on visual perception, through information
received from sensors located at the limbs
themselves, such as in muscles, tendons, and
joints (Haans & Ijsselsteijn, 2005; Robles-De-LaTorre, 2006).
The two basic functions of the haptic
system are exploration and manipulation of
objects. Exploration is conducted to obtain
information about object properties, such as
shape, texture, mass, and elasticity, thus making
it a tactile-dominant task (Klatzky, Lederman, &
Metzger, 1985); although, controlled kinesthetic
movements are crucial to perform this effectively.
Manipulation is focused on the modification
of the object or environment, for instance, by
translating an object from one point to another or
by exerting force to deform it (Srinivasan, 1995);
thus, it is a motor, kinesthetic-dominant task, yet
tactile feedback is also necessary to accomplish
the task successfully.
Haptic Exploration by Blind People
It is easy to think that blind and visually impaired
people appear to have a “superpower” when it

comes to haptic perception. Some studies have
found that blind Braille readers have enhanced
tactile spatial resolution, compared to sighted
participants, when judging the orientation
of grooved material surfaces (Goldreich &
Kanics, 2003; Van Boven et al. 2000
as cited
in Baumgartner, Wiebel, & Gegenfurtner, 2015).
In contrast, other research has found that blind
people exhibit no tactile superiority (Postma,
Zuidhoek, Noordzij, & Kappers, 2007; Baumgartner
et al., 2015).
These conflicting results, however, are
perhaps explained by acquired experience using
the haptic sense. In other words, blind people do
not truly have a haptic superpower, or higher tactile
resolution on their skin, but rather they learn how
to use their tactile and kinesthetic senses more
proficiently, than the sighted, through practice.
According to Postma et al. (2007), there were no
differences in the haptic perceptual accuracy of
early-blind, late-blind, blindfolded-sighted people,
performing a haptic task of matching 3D shapes
into cut-outs. However, significant differences
were found in terms of speed, in which the blind
participants were considerably faster than the
blindfolded-sighted participants. Therefore, the
influence of having more prior haptic experience
was a strong indicator of these results. At the
same time, the blindfolded participants, along
with the other groups in the same study, improved
their performance substantially as more trials
were executed.
Terminology About Blindness
Before going further, it is worth defining
what is meant by congenitally blind, early-blind,
and late-blind people, as these are mentioned
throughout the research. The prefixes in these
terms describe the onset, or start point, when the
person became blind. Congenitally blind people
are those born with a visual deficiency due to, for
instance, genetic retinal degenerative diseases,
and they have no visual experience (Haddrill, 2018).
Early-blind people are those who develop a visual
degenerative disease during the first three years of
their life, and also have no memory of having visual
experiences. In contrast, late-blind people do have
at least some or substantial recollection of visual
perceptual experiences because the blindness
onset occurs later in life. These differences are
important because the extent to which visual
perception was experienced influences the
development of different neurological functions
(Heller & Ballesteros, 2008).
In addition, we make a distinction between
blind and visually impaired people. Those referred
as blind are either totally or legally blind and have
PART I
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no useful visual functions. Individuals that are
partially sighted or have low vision are referred as
visually impaired people (DO-IT, 2017).

ii. Processing
Neural Mechanisms
Contrary to expectations, blind and visually
impaired people are capable of experiencing visual
representations through haptic exploration. This is
possible by means of sensory substitution, which
describes the capacity of neural mechanisms
to feed information via other sensory channels
when a person loses function of a particular
sense, with the purpose of partially restoring that
function (Kristjánsson et al., 2016). For example,
despite damage in the retina, as it may occur
with blindness, the mechanisms in the brain
responsible for visual perception are generally
not affected. Research has shown that the visual
cortex can become active in blind people during
haptic object perception (Heller & Ballesteros,
2008). Thus, it appears that sensory substitution
in blind people serves to utilize the haptic, and
other senses, to form and visualize the world
around them (Kristjánsson et al., 2016).
Moreover, when we talk about ‘visualizing’,
we refer to the mental imagery, or rich mental
representations that people create about the world.
For sighted people, these mental representations
tend to be visual in nature; therefore, it can be
presumed that congenitally blind people do
not experience visual imagery at all (Heller &
Ballesteros, 2008). However, as it was described
in the Introduction, mental imagery can still occur
without prior visual experience, as it was in the
case for the person, born blind, who reported
mental representations about haptic and spatial
experiences (Macpherson, 2009). Additionally,
late-blind individuals are capable of recalling their
past visual experiences through visual imagery as
rich as that experienced by sighted people (Heller
& Ballesteros, 2008).
Sequential Tactile Processing
While the visual system provides an immediate,
simultaneous overview of the environment
around us, the haptic system can only provide a
sequential, targeted perspective from points of
contact. Therefore, blind people have to rely on
information that is within the reach of their body,
and through sequential, repetitive movements
they extract information about objects and
their surroundings. According to Heller (2008),
late-blind participants performing a tactile
9 | Empowering Blind Creators | G. Feijóo Carrillo

version of the local-global pattern identification
task, proposed by Navon (1977), had a greater
tendency to direct attention to local features than
the sighted participants (as cited in Heller, 2008).
Moreover, given the sequential nature of haptic
processing, blind and visually impaired people
have to rely on memory to build up ‘frame-byframe the complete picture of an object. As result,
memory strains may increase their cognitive load
(Heller, 2008).
Understanding 2D vs. 3D Representations
As noted earlier, blind people can become well
versed at creating 2D tactile drawings (Kennedy,
2003). However, a number of studies have
presented compelling evidence that 3D objects
provide more vivid haptic perceptual information
than 2D objects. For example, Klatzky, Lederman,
and Metzger (1985) found that 2D tactile
representations often failed to provide shape
information easy to interpret through haptic
exploration. Instead, 3D tactile representations
would be more effective for blind people because
the three-dimensionality of objects, usually
experienced in the real world, help visually impaired
people retain more significant object attributes
than 2D displays. Additionally, the research of
Easton et al. (1997), also suggest that the use
of 2D stimuli, compared to 3D, lacks information
about material properties, which makes it more
difficult for the haptic system to encode (as cited
in Thompson & Chronicle, 2006). More recently,
Kolitsky (2014) argued that 3D-printed learning
material would facilitate the understanding
of STEM subjects, which traditionally uses 2D
tactile graphics. In all, the use of 3D haptic
representations have shown to provide higher
shape granularity than its 2D counterparts, partly
due to 3D haptic experiences that occur naturally
in the environment.
The Role of Context
In addition to presenting objects with threedimensionality to facilitate haptic recognition,
providing context to blind and visually impaired
people is another important factor to complement
haptic information processing. Given that
context is gained via combined information
obtained through all the senses, lacking vision
has a prominent effect in the process of object
recognition, particularly with unfamiliar objects
(Sjöström, 2002). Also as noted in sequential
tactile procession, gaining context point-by-point
through haptic exploration may take considerable
time and cognitive effort.

iii. Haptic Interfaces
As previously noted, there is a lack of creative
tools for blind people to realize their ideas. Most
research in assistive technologies has been
dedicated to providing access to information,
but not a means to also give creative freedom to
blind people. Next, we first provide an overview
of existing methods available to blind people to
access tactile visual information.
Tactile graphics is one the oldest and most
traditional forms of creating accessible visual
information for this audience. The most widely
used production techniques involve microcapsule
paper, braille embossers and vacuum-forming.
The resulting graphics mainly consist of printed
raised dots and raised line drawings, which are
used in textbooks and other printed materials
(Prescher, Bornschein, & Weber, 2014).
Electronic refreshable braille displays,
have also improved access to computer-based
information. An example of such technology
is that of Völkel et al. (2008), who have been
developing a pin-matrix device with pins that move
up or down, for a height equivalent to a Braille dot.
This tool supports 2D tactile graphics, text input,
and Braille reading.
Furthermore, the emergence of 3D
printers and industrial prototyping technologies
has expanded the applications of providing 3D
visual information to blind people. For example,
3D-printed story books for visually impaired
children have proven to be successful for learning
object recognition from an early age (Stangl,
Kim, & Yeh, 2014). In addition, 3D prototyping
technologies are being employed to do accurate
reproductions of artworks, including paintings,
photographs, and historical buildings, for visually
impaired people to access and enjoy as much
sighted individuals (Volpe, Furferi, Governi, &
Tennirelli, 2014). Similarly, haptic tools that
allow the manipulation of 3D virtual objects have
been the topic of a number of studies in humancomputer interaction and virtual environments.
An example includes Sensable Technologies Inc.’s
PHANToM, which enables the virtual interaction
through haptic force feedback (Stone, 2001).
In terms of current creative tools, the
most common and traditional consists of tactile
drawing sheets, which allow the person to follow
raised line that protrudes as a pen is used to
sketch. A prominent example is the inTACT
Sketchpad. Finally a more recent tool that can
be used for blind designers is by the company
Thinkable, who have a motorized printer that
generates tactile drawings on the fly, and blind

people can use the printed drawings to add their
own designs. Overall, these tools mainly support
2D tactile designs; thus, there is an opportunity
to examine the potential of tools that support the
creation of 3D designs.
In the next chapter, we present the
research methods and results. To formulate
the experimental design, we put the theoretical
findings of how blind and visually impaired
people perceive and process haptic information,
as well as the use of 3D objects to facilitate
shape recognition and richer visual imagery, into
practice. Based on these aspects, we propose
investigating the potential of 3D haptic tools as
a means for blind designers and developers to
create visuo-tactile information.
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Research Project
To investigate the potential of 3D tactile creative
tools for blind creators, the research design was
divided in two methods. First, an in-depth, semistructured interview was carried with a blind
game developer to bring forth a perspective that
has remained untapped in literature. The aim was
to explore what moves him as a game developer,
as a storyteller, and to gain an understanding
of his context and his creative process, leading
us to uncover the limitations he experiences
when creating a project. Based on the case
study research framework laid by Yin (1994),
conducting a single-case study on this expert
user is justified because of the revelatory nature
of the insights, which come from an outlook
different to the research usually carried towards
the blind and visually impaired community. As
Moggridge (2006) well captures, “when we want
to learn about people, it is important to include
some who represent critical extreme values of
the relevant characteristics, to avoid the trap
of designing only for the average” (as cited in
Shinohara & Tenenberg, 2009, p. 61). In this
regard, the expert user in this study represents an

extreme case because he already forms part of a
small percentage within a minority group; as he
is blind, within working age, employed, and he is
interested in designing visual information, all of
which are rare, but relevant characteristics.
His involvement in the study extends to
the next method, which consisted of participatory
design workshops. Two workshop sessions
were conducted following a hands-on approach
to brainstorming by exploring the physical and
usability characteristics of different stimuli
and discussing possible tactile creative tools
that would address the user needs identified
in the case study. One session was held with
only blindfolded, sighted participants, and the
second session involved the expert user as well
as blindfolded participants. After conducting a
thematic analysis and synthesizing the findings,
the results of the study propose a set of physical
and usability attributes that are important for the
development of tactile creative tools as well as
ideas of envisioned tools for blind designers and
developers.

i. Case Study
The single-case study features a blind game
developer, who we consider to be an expert user in
the domain of living and designing with blindness.
An expert user is a person who intentionally has
gained skills and developed knowledge that are
domain-specific (Popovic, 2000). He has been
living with blindness for 10 years; he graduated
from REA College with a Certificate in Computer
Hardware, and he has been a self-taught game
developer for over 3 years. He was recruited with
the help of staff from Bartiméus, which is an
organization dedicated to supporting the blind and
visually impaired population in the Netherlands
(Bartiméus, 2018).

Materials

The questions used to direct the semi-structured
interview were designed to learn about who the
participant is as a person and as a creator in
his social context. Adapting from Shinohara
and Tenenberg’s (2009) contextual inquiry
research, questions about “Personal History”
and “Guided Speculation” were formulated. For
instance, Personal History questions asked the
participant to recall early memories about a

specific experience (e.g. “Tell me about the first
time you created something you were proud of”);
and Guided Speculation questions asked the
participant to describe any desire he may have for
something in the future (e.g. “If I had a company
and I could create anything you wanted related to
creative tools, what would you ask me to make
you?). Finally, the overall structure of the interview
guide was adapted from Portigal (2013). The
complete questionnaire can be found in the
Appendix A.
In addition, an audio-recording application
and note-taking material were used during the
session for support. A printed copy of the informed
consent form was brought for the participant to
sign in situ.

Procedure

The interview was held in the home of the
participant for two main reasons: 1) to allow the
person to be in a comfortable, familiar environment
and have readily access to any artifacts that could
contribute to the conversation; and 2) to allow the
researcher to observe and understand the situated
practices of the participant in a particular setting.
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The duration of the session was
approximately 60 minutes.
The
researcher
sent
the informed consent form in
PDF format to the participant
in advance, so that he could
access and read the document
using a screen-reader software
of his choice. After the printed
consent form was signed, the
audio-recorder was switched
on and the interview took place.
The researcher gave a brief
explanation of the purpose of the
study, and the first set of questions
served as icebreakers and to
provide some context for later in
the interview (e.g. “Tell me about
yourself—What do you do, what
do you enjoy doing on your free
time?”, “What is a typical day for
you?). Then, the next sections of
the interview focused on learning
about his projects, his creative
process, his work environment,
the devices or software he uses
for game development, and future
outlooks. After the session ended,
the participant dedicated some
time to show the researcher about
past and ongoing games he has
developed. He was thanked and
compensated for his time.

Results

To proceed with the analysis, the
audio-recording was transcribed
and the data was coded using
the
ATLAS.ti
software
for
qualitative research. The data was
synthesized keeping the following
questions in mind:
•

Who is he as a person and
as a creator? (Personal
background, interests)

•

What is the relation between his work and the
people around him? (Social and work context)

•

How does he go about
developing a game? (Creative process, tools)

•

What are his motivations
as a game developer?

•

What limitations has he
encountered and what are
his wants to solve them?

Together, these frame the
context of the single-case study,
allowing us to gain knowledge
of relevant characteristics and
considerations that could describe
and pertain to the community of
blind creators.

1. Who is Pelantas?
Pelantas is the pseudonym chosen
by our expert user, which is the
same alias he is known for in the
game development community.
He is a 24-year-old, working as an
IT engineer at a Bartiméus1 primary
school by day, and following his
passion as a game developer by
night. At the age of 14, he lost
his sight to a traffic accident, and
he has been completely blind for
10 years now. He was born and
raised in the Netherlands and was
comfortable and happy to practice
his English during the interview. He
has a very do-it-yourself attitude,
in which he is not afraid of trying
new things, failing, and trying
again until he succeeds. He says,
“that’s also part of learning code…
just play around with it, and don’t
be afraid to crash things because
the only thing worst that can crash
is your application.” An attitude
that led him to teach himself how
to code and that motivated him
to begin creating 3 years ago an
audio game, from scratch, which
has over 11,000 lines of code,
and counting. He sneaks a touch
of humor any chance he gets into
the conversation, and his thirst to
succeed as a game designer and
developer became clear. He has
three games under his belt, of
which two are browser games—
Bartiméus is an organization that has
several specialized primary schools
across the country and the REA College
for young adults with visual impairments.
In addition, they offer expert guidance,
training programs, and technology to
visually impaired people of all ages and
their families (Bartiméus, 2018).
1
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KEY TERMS
Audio Game
An application that
can
be
installed
and played from a
personal computer. It
is based on audible,
and sometimes tactile,
feedback, and it has
no visual content.
Browser Game
An application played
over the Internet using
a browser. It can
contain audible, tactile,
and visual feedback,
such as links, buttons,
and graphics.

KEY TERMS
Accessibility
Ability of users to access, use, and benefit from a product or
service, regardless of
type of impairment
or situational barrier. In terms of web or
game accessibility, it
involves how designers and developers accommodate content
and functionalities to
be compatible with
assistive devices and
software used by individuals with diverse
abilities (Siang, 2018).

called VandettaCrime and The
Legend of The Green Dragon—and
the other, his gem, is an audio
game called Your_Adventure.
When he is not coding
through the night, he enjoys
listening to music, playing
mainstream games in the Xbox
and accessible games online,
reading fantasy books, watching
Netflix,
and
throwing
the
occasional “Game Party”, in which
he meets with his friends through
Skype, and they each play their
own single-player adventure, but
all together.
Before becoming blind, he
already had the dream of building
websites or games. He recounts,
“I had never done anything with
it…but after the accident and the
hospital adventures, I started to
have the desire to explore the
area of development.” He began
with a browser game about The
Adventures of Pelantas (now
discontinued); “it was a simplistic
one, but it laid the fundamentals I
needed for the first audio project
I started,” he says. Even though
he is driven by his own passion
for creating fantasy worlds, he
highlights the role his friends and
the gaming community play in his
creative process.

2. Social & Work Context
Pelantas has been an active
member, for at least 7 years, of
the online forum AudioGames.net,
which is the biggest community
about accessible games in
the world. It has over 55,000
registered members, and he
is proud to say that the forum
started in the Netherlands. In it, he
discusses topics about accessible
games, game reviews, and new
releases, including the releases
of his own games. He also invites
members to test his games and
to provide him with feedback and
suggestions. Given the close-knit
nature of the community, he has
become a well-known developer,
and players have expressed their

enthusiasm about his projects. To
that extent, he values the role of
the community, but he also has a
strong opinion about the vision he
has for Your_Adventure, he says
“when [the suggestions] fit the
world I have in mind, it surely can
be built.” Although he is not too
fond about the suggestions that
require changes in the back-end
code of the game, he still thinks
they are important, “when it has to
be a good project, I know I’ll have
to make changes in the hardcode,
and why wouldn’t I do it, when I
know I am able to do it.”
In addition to the social
context, Pelantas has a team
of friends that contribute to the
development of the audio game.
He works with a sound designer,
who composes the soundtracks
for Your_Adventure, and another
friend is responsible for testing
and finding “bugs” in the game.
Both colleagues also have a visual
impairment.
Regarding
the
work
context, Pelantas has a day job as
an IT Engineer for blind-accessible
software in a Bartiméus school.
He is responsible for carrying
accessibility checks and writing
documentation for websites that
may be of interest to the school. He
also provides support in lessons
related to IT by teaching students
“little parts of coding.” What he
enjoys the most about his job is the
diversity of tasks he receives. He
exclaims, “you know I could have
plans to work on a documentation,
but suddenly another task arises...
the very unexpected is the kind I
like!”. However, as he talks about
Your_Adventure,
he
asserts,
“that’s basically where my heart
lies.” He likes the freedom he gets
from working at home and having
the control to work on his projects
when he wants, as he wants. “If
I had to choose and if I get the
same money paid, I would choose
to stay at home and work on my
project. I really love development,
and for the time being I stay with
Bartiméus, but if I ever get the
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chance to work full-time on projects like this, I
would do it.”

3. Creative Process
Pelanta’s creative process for the audio
game entails an iterative development
that involves: conceptualizing, hardcoding,
designing, storytelling, testing, and maintaining.
Conceptualizing consists of materializing
story ideas into concrete design decisions. For
example, when designing a new room in the realm
of Your_Adventure, he asks himself, “Is it more
like a starting room? To which area should it be
connected? Is it relevant for the game?”. After
determining the location and role of the room, he
begins to make a rough drawing in his head about
“what elements should be in that area, which
route can a player mainly take, what [resources]
can be gathered in the area, and which quests can
players do”. Then, he goes on to think about the
design, the look and personalities of the NPCs
(Non-Player Characters) in the area. This step is
all done in his head, and he takes enough time to
do so until he feels satisfied with the design plan.
Next, follows Hardcoding, which is the
programming of the back-end code that supports
the infrastructure of the application, as well as
the mechanics and parameters of the game.

Designing consists of the rough code that defines
the layout of the map in the world, the creation
of new rooms or areas, the paths, the navigation
options players can take, and linking all the
elements together. Then follows Storytelling,
which consists of adding the descriptions that
are narrated with audio feedback, “painting
the picture” of the story to the player (e.g. the
description of a quest, a room in a castle, or the
appearance and personality of an NPC). Figure 5
depicts a description excerpt of a room Pelantas
is currently building in Your_Adventure. In this
part of the process, Pelantas gives also creative
freedom to the sound designer to compose a
sound-scape that fits the story. Finally, Testing
and Maintaining are the steps in the process that
involve his colleague responsible for finding the
bugs in the code, as well as community members
of AudioGames.net who are invited to test the
latest version of the game.
The part of the process Pelantas enjoys the
most are the designing and storytelling because it
is where he can let his imagination lose. The step
he enjoys the least is when he needs to pull apart
the hardcode for fixing or debugging a certain
aspect of the game. However, he understands the
importance of doing so because it helps push the
game forward.

Figure 5. Story Excerpt from Your_Adventure
written by Pelantas (June, 2018)

“

This is a large, well-furnished and fancy designed living
room. A large fireplace sits in the center, and a few chairs
are placed next to it. These chairs are made of oak wood
and have woven straw in the back. The walls are built up
from red bricks, however the brick wall is invisible due to the
carpets, which cover every inch. To increase the comfort
even more, the floor is covered in thick, red carpet, which
is fuzzy, and completely muffles footsteps. A small table is
put aside in the corner, on which sit a few empty glasses.
On either side of this small table, two comfortable leather
armchairs are placed. As if those chairs normally are used
by two people who don’t hesitate to pop open a bottle of the
finest ale. A few engraved candles are fixed to all four walls,
almost scorching the ceiling with the orange flames. To the
wall, which is the farthest from you, a few heads of animals
are affixed to wooden plates.
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”

4. Tools
The main software used by Pelantas to both
navigate and work with his laptop computer is
the screen-reading software. Screen readers
allow blind and visually impaired users to read
any text displayed on the screen by listening to
text-to-speech output, or text-to-Braille output (if
a Braille reading device is available), produced
by the software. They are generally controlled
using the keyboard, such as using the tab key and
arrow keys to move through menus and content.
Pelantas uses both JAWS and NVDA as screenreaders, which work with Microsoft Windows
operating system, and he operates them using
a standard keyboard. Keyboards usually have
a protruding tactile feature on middle keys—for
instance on F, G, or J keys—to help users place
their hands correctly without the need to look.
Pelantas has memorized the keyboard and can
easily type any text and use shortcuts while using
in tandem the screen-reader. For programming his
audio game, he uses the Blastbay Game Toolkit
(BGT) compiler, in which he develops and runs the
code of the game. The programming language
used is called AngelScript, which is a gameoriented language similar to C++. He also uses the
Notepad++ software as the source code editor.
During game development, the screenreader speaks back every letter, word or symbol
he types when coding, allowing him to keep track
of the lines of code and to detect any mistakes. He
uses the tab key, for example, to jump to different
lines of code and have the screen-reader read a
specific line, which helps him in the debugging
process. The speech rate he has set for the screenreader is well above the average speech rate.
Normally, in a conversation people reach a speed
between 120-150 words per minute (Barnard,
2018); however, Pelantas can understand speech
output at a speed approximately above 300 words
per minute, which to the untrained ear is extremely
fast. This is the case for many blind computer
users, who as they practice listening at a certain
speed, they tend to continue speeding up the
output and over time become accustomed to, and
prefer, a very fast, non-human sounding speech
(McCarthy, Pal, & Cutrell, 2013). Overall, the tools
Pelantas uses allow him to program code at the
same capacity level that any sighted developer
could.

5. Motivations
For Pelantas, it is not solely about the passion he
feels for having the ability to create worlds of his
own, but also it is important for him to share his
passion with others. Playing games is a shared

experience and seeing “the joy of the players” is
an intrinsic motivation driving him to continue
growing and improving his projects. He says,
“I rather have lots of players who really like the
game for what it is, than making lots of money
out of it. It should be a world for everyone to
enjoy something.” At the same time, he strives
to become a full-time game developer and earn
money while doing what he loves, being more of
an extrinsic motivation. In fact, he has started to
pursue this dream by beginning to create paid addon features and premium content that players can
purchase for a small fee.
Finally, the third driver is the pride he
feels about his accomplishments as a creator.
Enthusiastically he says, “when you’re coding a
game that you don’t feel pride for, you can just
decrease your tech support, but also expect the
community to drop you as a developer. And this is
a project I am really proud of; proud to code, proud
to maintain, proud to build on, and proud to talk
about... And that’s why you’re seeing the glimmer
in my eyes, the glimmering of joy.” This also
suggests again the relevant role of the community
and the value he gives to his reputation within it.
As a result, the encouragement and support he
receives from the gaming community, his social
circles and his parents is intrinsically motivating.
He says, it’s encouraging that his project “is
something others love to play and love to see...
You know, if I only build it for myself, it has no use
for me”.

6. Limitations & Wants
Overall, the main limitation highlighted by Pelantas
was in fact related to software limitations rather
than limitations regarding his physical ability to
accomplish a task. For example, the BGT compiler
he uses for developing the audio game does
not support visual content. In principle, he had
started to create Your_Adventure to be an audio
game alone, so the capabilities of the compiler
were not an issue. However, as the game began
to expand and the players of it to grow, Pelantas
started receiving suggestions to include images
of how some characters in the game looked
like. To incorporate this request though, it would
require him to learn a new programming language,
C-Sharp for instance, and rewrite the entire game.
He says, “it is mainly an audio game, so it won’t
feature any visual elements… that can be very
disappointing for the user; but… it would be very
awesome to be able to do that.” He continues to
say that for the moment “if you like the game, you
have all the chances to play it, and if you don’t like
it, then don’t play the game.”
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Even though he is hesitant
of having to rebuild the game in a
language that supports visuals, he
does express his enthusiasm to the
prospect of being able to do so. He
says, “I come from a world where
I really liked drawing pictures with
a pencil, drawing others’ images
and my own pictures.” When he
was younger, he used to go to his
brother’s room and draw pictures
based out of the covers of Xbox
games that were laying around.
Thus, his answer to the Guided
Speculation question (e.g. “If I
could create anything you wanted
related to creative tools, what
would you ask me to make you?)
is “an application that would let
me draw graphics myself… I would
like to draw my own pictures; and
if possible, animations which can
be imported in C-Sharp, or another
language, in which audio games
can be built but also graphics
can be built.” He also says that it
could be an application that allows
him to create a 3D model of a
character that, for instance, “can
be drawn, then 3D printed, and
then finally be touched.” However,
for the latter, he does realize
during the conversation that doing
error correction of a 3D printed
character can be time-consuming
if it does not come out as intended
the first time. Ultimately, he
expresses his desire to include
people with different abilities to be
able to enjoy his fantasy world. He
states, “seeing people who aren’t
blind or visually impaired that can
then also see the characters on the
screen. That would be awesome.”
A summary of the case study is
provided in Table 1.
Discussion
Several insights suggest that
Pelantas would benefit from
having a creative tool to fuel
his goal of growing as a game
designer and developer. The
reciprocal relationship he has with
the gaming community drives him
to want to shape a world that is
both praised among his peers and

that matches the vision he has of
the world.
Part of bringing such
vision to life involves his desire
to materialize products of his
imagination into visual content.
Moreover, his pride to share his
passion with others, and creating
worlds that bring joy to players
also intrinsically motivate him to
want to continue innovating with
his audio game. Adding visual
graphics would allow him to do
so, as well as expanding the reach
of his game to include players of
diverse visual capacities. Finally,
a creative tool that allows him
to express, draw, or create how
he imagines the world and the
characters in his head would
satisfy his early love for drawing
pictures.
It is also worth noting
that, based on the researcher’s
observations,
Pelantas
has
a high capacity for creating
cognitive maps, in which he forms
complex mental representations
of geographic information using
verbal descriptions about the
world in the audio game. As he
described the different areas in
the realm (e.g. cities, grain fields,
fishing lakes), he used body
gestures to help paint a clearer
picture of the map, by for instance
using his finger against the sofa
to draw the directions to arrive
to a certain place. This form of
distributed cognition using his
immediate environment to help
him externalize and explain a
mental process seemed to have
served two functions: 1) help him
organize the mental map using
his body and a cognitive artifact,
e.g. the sofa; and 2) purposefully
embody a visual representation
by drawing a map with his finger
to help the researcher gain a
better understanding of the world.
Moreover, the code itself also
serves as a cognitive artifact when
reading lines of code with the
screen-reader, helping him refresh
his memory about the navigation
routes. To-date, he has created
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KEY TERMS
Distributed Cognition
Theory holding that
cognitive activity goes
beyond the individual
by constructing both
internal and external
processes from interactions between people and materials from
the environment. Our
surroundings
serve
as a source for learning, problem solving,
and reasoning, where
entities become integrated into the way
we think, see, and
control activities (Hollan, Hutchins, & Kirsh,
2000).
Cognitive Artifact
Physical or digital objects created or used
by people, such as
checklists, calculators,
and notepads.
They are intended to
aid cognition by serving functions that
complement and improve human cognitive
performance
(Norman, 1992).

Table 1. Case Study Summary
EXPERT USER PROFILE
Pseudonym
Pelantas

Etiology
Total blindness

Age
24 years old

Condition Onset
14 years old

Education
Certificate for Computer Hardware
Occupation/Passion
IT Engineer/ Game Development
Portfolio Website
http://www.nonvisiongames.com/
Interests
Gaming, reading fantasy books,
hanging out with friends.

MOTIVATIONS
Intrinsic
Passion to bring products of his imagination to life.
Seeing the joy and positive feedback expressed by players of
his games.
Being proud of his accomplishments drives him to push
himself to grow.
Extrinsic
Wanting to succeed as a full-time game designer and
developer.
ATTITUDES
Self-started

TOOLS
Screen-readers (JAWS, NVDA)

Self-reliant

Enthusiastic Considerate

BGT compiler

Creative

Notepad ++ (text editor)
Laptop

SOCIAL CONTEXT

LIMITATIONS

Support from family and friends.
Reciprocal relationship with members of
accessible-gaming community.

Compiler software does not support visual
content.
No device or tool available to satisfy his desire to
materialize/visualize his creations.

WORK CONTEXT

WANTS

Collaboration with game development team
(Sound Designer, and “Bug Hunter”).
IT Engineer by day/Game developer by night.
Likes diversity of tasks at day job.
Likes the freedom of working at home for his
personal projects.

Draw or create himself visual game elements.
Professional growth as game developer.
Include players of diverse abilities.
Maintain reputation
in
community
by
continuously improving and expanding game.

CREATIVE PROCESS
Storytelling
Conceptualization

Hardcoding

Pelantas
Sound Designer

Designing

Testing

Maintaining

Sound Designing

Pelantas, Bug Hunter & Community
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over 25 different locations in Your_Adventure
that link together in a map defined only by code.
However, this can become incrementally difficult
as the world in the game continues to expand.
Although, it appears that most of Pelanta’s internal
processes, such as imagining new characters
or cities, remembering the map and navigation
routes, and planning the conceptualizing step of
the creative process, all occur and remain as an
internal state. He says laughing, “I keep it all in the
hard drive of my head”.
He also reveals he occasionally uses
the text editor (Notepad++) to write down
ideas about new game additions or types lists
with feedback received from the online game
community to remember incorporating it when
debugging. Finally, having conversations with his
friends about new game ideas serves as a form
of socially distributed cognition as if he forgets
a topic discussed, his friends can help remind
him. Overall, a creative tool that not only allows

to design visual, tactile, information, but also that
serves to unload cognitive efforts and supports
distributed cognition systems appears to be
relevant.
In all, based on the case study about an
expert user, who in the context of the research
has domain-specific knowledge about living and
designing with blindness, we have presented
compelling insights that suggest the benefits
of having a creative tool. We have identified
the desire of blind creators, such as Pelantas,
to have access to tools that allow the design
and manipulation of visual information. Taken
together with the known advantages described
in the theoretical background of using 3D tactile
representations as a means to understand and
manipulate visual content—whether physical
or digital—we conducted participatory design
workshops to investigate potential 3D tactile
creative tools.

ii. Design Workshops

participants. Initially, this session was planned
to only include blind designers; however, due to
difficulties finding such specific user base in the
given time constraints, it was decided to hold a
mixed workshop.
This method allowed for a mutual learning
process to occur between the participants and
the researchers. The blindfolded designers
were carefully placed in a scenario where they
found themselves rethinking how they would
go about doing their crafts without the use
of vision. Their situated expertise came from
experiencing the tactile stimuli only through touch
and by bringing their previous knowledge about
creating visual information to the discussion.
In turn, the researcher facilitating the workshop
guided with discussion topics while applying
design considerations applicable to blind users.
Particularly for the session with only blindfolded
designers, the researcher also took time to explain,
after the session, perceptual and cognitives
processes experienced by blind people based on
her theoretical background knowledge and her
conversations with Pelantas. The outcome of the
workshops allowed to identify themes pertinent
to the research questions and to uncover desired
physical and functional features of a creative tool
for blind designers.

After framing the background for certain
limitations experienced by blind creators
when designing visual content, the goal of the
workshops was to investigate possible solutions
by first exploring the properties of different tactile
materials and then engaging participants in the
ideation of future creative tools that could be
useful for particular design contexts.
For this stage, the chosen research
method was a participatory design approach.
Participatory Design consists of an iterative
design process built upon the knowledge and the
own experiences of the people who are going to be
impacted by the change or solution. By combining
the users’ situated expertise with the expertise
of the system’s researchers and designers, they
together co-design a solution that is found usable
by the intended users and ensures that their needs
are being addressed (Sanders & Stappers, 2008).
Two participatory design workshops
were held. The first one included only sighted
participants, who were blindfolded. The reasons
to hold this session first were twofold: 1) it
served to test the planned procedure and to
practice the dynamics of the session before
including blind participants; and 2) it served to
obtain insights from the perspective of sighted
designers that could then be compared with
those from the session with the expert user. The
second workshop was a mixed session, which
included Pelantas and two sighted, blindfolded
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Participants
A total of 7 participants (3 women and 4 men;
age M=24.4 years, SD=2.8) were involved in the
sessions: 4 blindfolded for the first session, and 3
for the second session (1 blind and 2 blindfolded).

Table 2. Summary of Participants’ Profile
Pseudonym

Age

Gender

Condition

Beatriz

23

Female

Blindfolded

Master student

Industrial Design, arts and
crafts

Elena

22

Female

Blindfolded

Master student

Industrial Design, clay sculpting,
and knitting

Daniel

31

Male

Blindfolded

Master student

Chemical Engineering,
electronics, and woodworking

Kayla

23

Female

Blindfolded

Master student

Human-Technology Interaction,
and photography

Rob

25

Male

Blindfolded

Master student

Human-Technology Interaction,
and aviation design

Victor

23

Male

Blindfolded

Bachelor student Industrial Design, and
prototyping

Pelantas

24

Male

Total blindness IT Engineer
for 10 years

The six sighted participants were required to
have a design or engineering background and
have experience creating visual information (e.g.
3D models, web design, product design). They
were recruited through word-of-mouth by the
university’s social networks of Industrial Design
and Innovation Sciences faculties and at course
lectures. None of the participants had neurological
or motor deficiencies. Table 2 summarizes the
profiles of the participants, including that of the
previously presented blind expert user, who was
part of the mixed session.
Materials
The stimuli consisted of 8 tactile interfaces
intended to represent a wide variety of material
qualities, in terms of haptic features and
affordances, that could be useful for different
design contexts. The objective was to first judge
three categories for each stimulus: the physical
characteristics, the usability characteristics, and
the context of use. Then for the second part of
the session, the materials served to inspire the
discussion about new concepts of creative tools
for blind creators.
a) Physical Characteristics
The chosen physical characteristics were based
on research in which blind participants, as
well as blindfolded and sighted participants,
judged material qualities, such as the work of
Baumgartner, Wiebel, and Gegenfurtner (2013,
2015). For this study, participants verbally rated
the following material properties on a 7-point Likert

Occupation

Areas of Creative Interest

Game Development, and
storytelling

scale, as they were asked to create a purposeful
shape meanwhile they made the judgments for
each category. The physical properties included:
•

Hardness: How hard or soft does the material
surface appear to you? Low values indicate the
material feels soft, and less force is required
to deform the material; and high values
indicate the material feels hard, so more force
is required to deform the material, if at all.

•

Roughness: How rough or smooth does the
material surface appear to you? Low values
indicate the material feels smooth, as it has a
more regular surface; high values indicate the
material feels rough, as the surface is more
irregular.

•

Elasticity: How elastic or stiff does the
material appear to you? Low values indicate
that the material is not elastic because it is
either stiff or its form remains changed after
deformation; high values indicate the material
is very elastic because after deformation, it
returns to its original form.

•

Three-Dimensionality: How three-dimensional
does the material’s surface appear to you?
Low values indicate that the surface is flat;
medium values indicate the material is more
two-dimensional; and high values indicate
that the surface has a three-dimensional
structure.
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•

Resolution: To what extent does the material
allow to produce a shape with high resolution?
Low values indicate the material allows to
create low levels of detail; high values indicate
the material allows to create high levels of
detail.

b) Usability Characteristics
Next, the judgments of the usability characteristics
for each stimulus were adapted from common
usability heuristics, such as those proposed
by Nielsen (1994), e.g. ease of use, and error
prevention; as well as usability aspects that
pertain to the haptic exploration of tactile
graphics by blind people, which were adapted
from the work of Sjöström (2002) and the Braille
Authority of North America design guidelines
for tactile graphics (BANA, 2012), such as ease
of haptic exploration, readability, and reference
points. Participants judged the following usability
aspects on a 7-point Likert scale while creating a
purposeful shape with each stimulus:
•

•

•

•

•

Ease of Use: how easy is it to use or create
a purposeful shape with the material? Low
values indicate the material is not easy to
use; high values indicate the material is
easy to use.
Haptic Exploration: Once a shape is
created with the material, how easy is it
to explore with your hands? Low values
indicate the shape does not maintain
its form well or is not stable, making it
not easy to explore with the hands; high
values indicate the shape maintains its
form or is stable, making it easy to explore
haptically.
Readability of Shape: Once a shape
is created, how easy to understand or
readable is the shape? In other words, does
the material allow to create distinguishable
features of the intended shape that are
easy to identify and understand when
exploring it with your hands? Low values
indicate that the shape is not easy to read;
high values indicate the shape is easy to
read.
Error Prevention: How easy is it to prevent
making errors while creating a shape with
this stimulus? Low values indicate that it
is difficult to prevent errors; high values
indicate that it is easy to prevent errors.
Error Correction: If you make an error, how
easy is it to rectify? Low values indicate
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that it is difficult to rectify errors; high values
indicate that it is easy to rectify errors.
•

Reference Points: How easy is it to find or
set reference points with this stimulus? The
purpose of reference points is to help orient
the user and help her or him navigate the
shape being created. For example, to draw
a circle on a tactile drawing paper, a person
may place their finger at the location of the
first point to serve as a reference; then, using
the other hand, she can draw the circle while
keeping track of the first point to then be
able to finish closing the circle at that same
point. Low values indicate it is difficult to have
reference points; high values indicate it is easy
to have reference points.

c) Context of Use
This last category was meant to obtain insights
about what purposes would participants give to
each stimulus in terms of using it as a creative
tool. The following questions were asked in the
form of an open discussion:
•
•
•

For which situations would you use this material or interface for?
How would you use it?
If any, what changes would you make to it?

After obtaining the ratings for the physical and
usability characteristics, as well as examples
of context of use, the next part of the workshop
focused on an open discussion about the
participants’ preferences (e.g. which stimuli were
the most preferred and why?; which were the
least preferred?). Finally, a brainstorm was held
using the stimuli as inspiration to ideate new
concepts for creative tools for blind designers and
developers. The complete questions guide for the
participatory design workshop can be found in the
Appendix.
In Figure 6, a picture of each of the 8 stimuli
is shown, which are comprised of the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Kinetic sand (2.5kg)
1 pack of chenille wires or pipe-cleaners
1 modified plastic pin-matrix (35x55 pins)
1 modified metal pin-matrix with a silicone
cover (25x45 pins approx.)
2 packs of 216 spheres of neodymium
magnets
1 construction toy set of 125 pieces by Zoob
BuilderZ
4 cylinders of professional modeling clay
(approx. 150g/each)
25 tactile drawing sheets

In addition, other materials were used to
complement some of the stimuli, others used for
the ice-breaker activity, and for the workshop in
general. These include:
•

4 different shapes using the pipe-cleaners
were made a priori by the researcher to help
illustrate the design possibilities with the
stimulus. Another reason for providing these,
in addition to having participants create their
own shapes, was to save time during the
workshop. The shapes consisted of a chair, a
sandal, a flower, and a cube (see Figure 6J).

•

4 ready-made shapes using the Zoob BuilderZ
construction set were also provided for the
same reasons mentioned in the previous
point. The abstract shapes were 2 human
figures, a pair of glasses, and a dog-like figure
(see Figure 6H an example).

•

3 props handmade with hardened playdough
showed 2.5D representations of different
subjects, e.g. the front view of the face of the
Statue of Liberty, the proportion comparison
between the planet Jupiter and the Sun, and a
texture example of a column of the Parthenon
monument in Athens (Figure 6K). They were
used to render each respective tactile graphic
in the plastic and metal pin-matrices.

•

Modeling tools and molds (Figure 6I) were
brought to give participants the option to use
with the kinetic sand or the modeling clay.

•

Pens and soft foam sheets were used together
with the tactile drawing sheets to be able to
put pressure with the pen and create a relief in
the tactile paper (Figure 6G).

•

2 identical sets of wooden magnetic blocks
were used for the first ice-breaker activity.
These consisted of a modified toy by Tegu, to
which the researcher added different textured
patterns to each block in order to make them
distinguishable to the touch and usable for the
blind and blindfolded participants (Figure 7B).

•

•

4 safety goggles covered in black tape served
as the blindfolds for the sighted participants
(Figure 7A).
Finally, a note-taking guide was facilitated
to the additional researcher, who was
responsible for observing the participants’
interaction with the stimuli and with each
other, as well as noting down the ratings for

the physical and usability characteristics
and any observations.

Procedure
For the two workshops, the procedure followed
during the sessions themselves adhered to
the design workshop guide prepared by the
researcher. Some differences in terms of location,
number of people per session, and the order of
stimuli presentation were worth noting.
The first workshop, with only blindfolded
designers, was conducted in a large meeting
room at the university from which all participants
were students. The set-up was a rectangular table
with a sufficient size that allowed participants
to sit within arms-reach of each other, making it
easier to pass around the stimuli and interact with
one another. The same set-up was arranged for
the second session, with the difference that it was
held in the home of Pelantas for his convenience.
Moreover, the first session began with four
participants; however, due to the over-extended
duration of the workshop, one participant had to
leave to attend a lecture. Thus, only 3 remaining
participants judged an additional stimulus. The
second session had a total of 3 participants.
Despite this difference in the number of
participants per session, the duration of the
workshops were relatively similar. Both lasted
approximately two and a half hours, which was
more than the original planned duration of two
hours; yet, the participants graciously volunteered
to stay for longer. The were also allowed to take
breaks whenever they needed. Finally, to avoid
further over-extension of each session duration,
it was not possible to obtain the ratings of the
physical and usability characteristics of all 8
stimuli. The Exploration part of the workshop was
completed for the following stimuli:
•

Workshop 1: Kinetic sand, pipe-cleaners,
plastic pin-matrix, and construction set (in
that order). Only 3 participants rated the last
material.

•

Workshop 2: Kinetic sand, pipe-cleaners,
magnetic spheres, and plastic pin-matrix (in
that order).

For the remaining stimuli, including the
modeling clay, tactile drawing sheets, and metal
pin-matrix, no Likert scale ratings were obtained.
However, all materials were presented to the
participants for them to explore and make more
casual judgments about the material qualities
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Figure 6. Overview of Stimuli

A. Kinetic sand

B. Pipe-cleaners

C. Plastic pin-matrix

D. Modeling clay

E. Magnetic spheres

F. Metal pin-matrix with
silicone cover

G. Tactile drawing sheets

H. Construction set with
ready-made shape example

Complementary Tools and Props

I. Optional tools for kinetic
sand or modeling clay

J. Ready-made shapes
with the pipe-cleaners
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K. Props for rendering
graphics on pin-matrix.

Figure 7. Samples of Additional Materials

A. Blindfold example

B. Modified magnetic wood blocks used for the
“Recreate the Shape” ice-breaker activity. Left: Blocks
with basic out-the-box shape. Right: Shape that the
participants needed to recreate during activity.

Figure 8. Examples of Workshop Set-Ups

A. Photo* of Workshop 1 during the “Recreate the
Shape” ice-breaker activity.

B. Examples of shapes being created by
participants during Workshop 1.

C. Photo* of Workshop 2 during the exploration of the
pipe-cleaners stimulus.

D. Examples from both workshops of the
shapes created by participants.

* Participants provided permission to show these images.
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during the brainstorm part of the workshop.
To that end, after obtaining a signed
informed consent from all participants, the
procedure of the workshops followed the design
below:
1. Warm-up: The researcher invited a colleague
from the same research group to assist
her during the workshops. The sighted
participants were met with the researchers
at a different location nearby the experiment
room. At that point, the researchers asked
them to put on the blindfolds. The idea was
for them to transition from being sighted to
being blindfolded smoothly. This was also an
opportunity for the researchers to explain to
them the approach of how to guide or walk
together with a blind person, so that they would
know what to do if that situation presents itself
in the future (refer to Figure 9). Hereafter, each
researcher guided one blindfolded participant,
at a time, at a comfortable pace towards the
experiment room and accommodated her or
him by the table. Those sitting were asked to
wait until the rest of participants were brought
and to not remove the blindfolds, to avoid
catching a glimpse of the stimuli.
This warm-up was done differently for the
second workshop that took place in the home
of the blind participant. In this case, sighted
participants were still explained the technique
while walking without blindfolds from a point
until reaching the house of Pelantas. Once at
the home, they were asked to sit on a sofa
and put on the blindfolds. Then, after the
researchers arranged the experiment set-up,
all three participants were asked to sit at the
table.
2. Introduction: The video and audio recordings
were turned on. One researcher took the
facilitator role for the session, and another
researcher made observations and took
notes. To begin, the facilitator gave a brief
explanation about the research, the goal of the
session, and gently encouraged participants
to express themselves freely and that there
were no right or wrong answers. Then,
two ice-breaker activities were carried out.
First, using the two sets of magnetic wood
blocks for the “Recreate the Shape” activity,
participants needed to recreate a shape made
a priori with the magnetic wood blocks. Each
participant was given one or two pieces of
the secondary puzzle set, and they needed
to collaborate together to attempt recreating
the shape. Once the activity was completed,
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Figure 9. How to Guide a Blind or
Low Vision Person

1.

2.
3.

Ask them if they
need assistance.
If they do, make
contact with the
back of your hand
with the back of
theirs to let them
know the position
of your arm.
Offer them to hold
on to your arm just
below the back of
your elbow.

Use your arm as
a stirring wheel
by moving your
forearm left to
right, while keeping
your upper arm
still, to help the
person get a feel
for the direction
you are taking. Try
it yourself!
[These guidelines and images were adapted
from Vision Australia (2018). For more
information on how to assist blind and visually
impaired people, visit their website]

each participant was asked to think outsidethe-box and describe what could the shape
be to them. The goals of this task were for
participants to start warming-up their haptic
senses, get to know each other’s names, and
to encourage them to start thinking creatively
for the session. The second activity was
the “Show and Tell”, in which the researcher
asked each participant a priori to bring an
object that described them as creators or that
represented their craft. Then in the session,
each person was asked to briefly introduce
themselves, what they do, and to describe why
they brought that object. While the person was
talking, she or he passed the object around for
the other participants to feel it. This was done
for each participant.
3. Exploration: Next, the exploration of each
stimulus was conducted by going through
the three categories (physical characteristics,
usability characteristics, and context of use)
until all the judgments were obtained for the
stimuli. The facilitator made sure to alternate
the person with whom to start each round, to
consider each person’s opinion equally, and
to verbalize visual turn-taking intentions of
participants to facilitate the social interaction.
She also made sure to verbalize summaries of
the different discussion highlights in order to
ease the memory efforts of the participants,
given of course that no visual support was
possible. The observant researcher took note
of the category ratings and of discussion
highlights, which were then used by the
facilitator for the verbal summaries
4. Preferences: After exploring the stimuli,
participants were asked to share which of the
stimuli were their favorites and least favorites
in the form of an open discussion. For the list
of questions, refer to the Design Workshop
Guide in the Appendix B.
5. Brainstorm: Finally, for the brainstorm,
participants were asked if they wanted a
specific stimulus to use or manipulate during
the ideation process or the researchers
brought all the stimuli to the table for
inspiration. The facilitator ensured that
everyone expressed their thoughts and did
not contribute to the generation of ideas. The
goal was for participants to reflect upon their
haptic experience using the stimuli and draw
upon the physical and usability attributes of
the materials that they liked or found useful in
order to ideate a new concept for a creative 3D

haptic tool for blind designers and developers.
Once the group was satisfied with the ideas, the
session ended, and blindfolded participants
could remove the goggles. Then, a brief group
reflection was done by asking participants
to share their overall thoughts about the
experience; those who were blindfolded also
shared their impressions after now visually
seeing all the stimuli.
Also, for ethical reasons, it was important
for the researcher to manage the participants’
expectations in terms of the outcome of
the research, particularly when it does not
necessarily lead to a commercial product
and when user involvement is high. Still, the
researcher emphasized their contribution
to the advancement of research in assistive
technologies, and that the present study
is a first stepping stone towards gaining a
foundation of insights about a previously
under-researched user base, blind creators.
Lastly, the participants were thanked and
compensated for their time.
Results
The goal of the analytical process for the
participatory design workshops was to follow a
progression from description, in which we present
and summarize the explicit discussion topics of
the session, to interpretation through a thematic
analysis attempting to encapsulate more implicit
patterns in the data. For the descriptive results,
I synthesized the data answering what were
the preferred properties of each stimulus, what
attributes are important to have in a creative
haptic tool, and what were the ideas for new
creative haptic tools inspired by the stimuli and
participatory interaction. Next, for the interpretive
results, I focused on identifying themes that were
not strongly related to the specific questions
asked to the participants. Instead, an inductive
thematic approach is assumed, such as that
proposed by Braun and Clarke (2006), in which the
data was coded without attempting to fit it into
preconceived notions about the research topic.
To proceed, the audio recordings were
transcribed and the video recordings served to
give context and make further observations that
may have been missed during the workshops.
The ATLAS.ti software for qualitative research
was used for coding the data corpus from the two
design sessions.
The coding process consisted of
summarizing snippets of data (e.g. quotes or
verbatim answers by participants) into brief
descriptions intended to stay true to the verbatim
text; this was repeated until the entire corpus
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was coded. Then, it followed an iterative process
of organizing, synthesizing, and categorizing
associated codes. The list of final codes and
categories can be found in the Appendix E.
Having a clear, consolidated overview of the
codes facilitated the identification of themes,
which were integrated using conceptual networks
in ATLAS.ti. The raw theme maps can be found in
the Appendix F. Once the themes and sub-themes
were determined, these were provided to a
colleague, along with the list of codes to conduct
an independent peer examination.
A peer examination allows to establish
more objectivity and credibility of the analysis
of results, which are two important aspects
when conducting qualitative research. The same
research colleague who observed and took notes
during the workshops conducted the peer review.
The advantage of doing this was that she had
experienced first-hand the design workshops and,
thus, was already familiar with the data. After
obtaining the raw theme maps, and list of codes,
she independently reviewed each theme. She read
solely the theme label, and then went through all
the codes, identifying those she thought belonged
under the theme. During this, she analyzed
relations and contradictions between codes and
checked the codes against the raw snippets
of data. Finally, she mapped her chosen codes
to each theme and then compared them with
the codes initially selected by the researcher to
support the themes. Most of the codes matched
and the discrepancies were discussed once we
came together. The themes and sub-themes
presented here are the result of the consensus
reached between the two researchers. Next, the
descriptive and interpretive results are presented.

1. Stimuli Preferences
Table 3 shows a summary of the group average
of the 7-point Likert scale ratings participants
gave to each stimulus, as well as given examples
of contexts of use. No large differences between
the ratings of the blindfolded versus the blind
participants were observed (see Appendix
D). Some stimuli had to be excluded from the
Exploration part of the session to avoid overextending the duration of the workshop; these
include, the tactile drawing sheets, the metal pinmatrix, and the modeling clay. The kinetic sand,
pipe-cleaners, and plastic pin-matrix were the
only stimuli from which judgments of the three
categories (physical and usability characteristics,
and context of use) were obtained for all seven
participants. The construction set and the
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magnetic spheres obtained the judgments of
three participants each.
The kinetic sand was one of the least
preferred stimuli because it was too unstable
and, thus, not useful for creating 3D shapes. Even
though participants rated it positively, to some
extent, in regards to the feel of the material, most
said it would not be a successful prototyping
tool. The usability characteristics were rated
somewhat higher only for cases when the
material is being used together with molds and
modeling tools. Despite the tools, participants
said that it was difficult to explore a shape with
the hands because, for instance, “if you put too
much pressure, you start deforming it...Creating
indentations with your fingers” (Daniel, Workshop
1). Similarly, others said “when I try forming some
shape, the sand keeps falling” (Kayla, Workshop
1). This instability also does not allow to create a
high level of detail, and also affects the readability
of the shape. In sum, as Victor said, “it’s nice to
play with, but as a prototyping tool is a disaster”
(Workshop 2).
In contrast, even though the modeling
clay was not rated in the Exploration part of
the session for either workshop, it was one of
the most preferred materials with potential as
a creative haptic tool. It was presented during
the Brainstorm, and participants mentioned that
most of the shortcomings of the kinetic sand
would be solved with the clay. It is soft but sturdy
enough that allows to create 3D shapes easily and
straight away. “If I build things with the clay, and
just bake them, it will be more durable” (Pelantas,
Workshop 2). This attribute also allows for easy
haptic exploration and readability of a shape.
Moreover, the malleability of the clay allows for
easy error correction and, with the use of tools,
allows to create high levels of detail. “If I were to
create something without being able to see, I think
this [clay] would be the easiest for me to create it,
prototype it” (Daniel, Workshop 1).
Another favorite were the pipe-cleaners. “I
like that you can immediately make shapes and
they stay... you can start attaching [the wires] and
then you have a 3D shape!” (Victor, Workshop
2). On average, it was highly rated for softness,
smoothness, three-dimensionality, ease of use,
ease of haptic exploration, readability of shape,
and error prevention. It was found to be very
intuitive to use, and it properly maintained a given
shape during manipulation. Beatriz highlighted
that you can use your own body to easily mold
the wires, e.g. to prototype jewelry (Workshop
1). Moreover, the flexibility of the material allows
to reuse the wires many times and to rectify
errors. Also, “it is very good for [making] outlines”

Table 3. Group Average of Stimuli Category Judgements
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

PURPOSE/CONTEXT OF USE

Kinetic
Sand
n=7

Pipecleaners
n=7

Plastic
Pin-matrix
n=7

Construction
Set
n=3

Magnetic
Spheres
n=3

Hardness
[1 — soft; 7 — hard]

2.6

3.6

5.6

7.0

6.0

Roughness
[1 — smooth; 7 — rough]

4.6

3.7

4.7

4.0

3.7

Elasticity
[1 — stiff; 7 — elastic]

5.9

5.4

3.9

6.3

7.0

Three-Dimensionality
[1 — flat; 7 — 3D]

4.9

6.1

4.3

7.0

4.3

Resolution
[1 — low; 7 — high]

4.1

3.1

3.4

1.3

3.7

Attributes

Stimulus
Kinetic
Sand

Brainstorming tool.
Making stress balls.
Creating haptic music by
combining it with sound
vibrations.
Adding texture to paintings.
Creating Braille text by
modifying it into magnetic
grains.

Pipe-cleaners

Prototyping tool.
Jewelry prototyping.
3D typography design.
Wireframing 3D models.
Architecture modeling.
Cleaning tool.
Christmas decoration.
Weaving material.

Plastic
Pin-matrix

Architecture or landscaping
design.
Designing board games for
blind people.
Educational tool.
Simulating user interfaces.
Making haptic music by
combining it with sound
vibrations.
Creating a white cane
allowing to feel changes in
obstacles through adaptive
pins.

Construction Set

Mechanical prototyping.
Creating articulated shapes
as models for paintings.

Magnetic
Spheres

Creating magnetic buttons
for clothing.
Making alternative textiles
and wearables.
Jewelry prototyping.
Building 3D structures if
modified into cubes.
Playing with it as a toy.

USABILITY CHARACTERISTICS
Ease of Use
[1 — not easy; 7 — easy]

4.7

5.6

5.1

5.3

2.0

Haptic Exploration
[1 — not easy; 7 — easy]

2.7

6.1

4.7

6.7

3.0

Readability of Shape
[1 — not easy; 7 — easy]

3.9

6.4

3.7

6.7

3.0

Error Prevention
[1 — not easy; 7 — easy]

4.7

6.0

4.4

6.7

1.0

Error Correction
[1 — not easy; 7 — easy]

5.1

4.4

3.0

5.7

1.0

Reference Points
[1 — not easy; 7 — easy]

4.9

4.9

6.0

4.7

1.7

(Beatriz, Workshop 1), which helps determine clear
reference points. Although some said that the
fuzzy property could make it somewhat difficult
to define details and to navigate the shape.
The plastic pin-matrix was another
stimulus for which participants expressed high
potential as a creative tool. Many said that if it were
to be programmable or automated, it would be a
very useful tool with a variety of possible contexts
of use, as shown on Table 3. When there is a
rendered shape, “you immediately get the texture,
the shape, and you really feel the contours as if you
were actually touching the [original] material... It’s
way better than a picture” (Victor, Workshop 2).
Also, even though the metal version was not rated,
Pelantas and Rob found the solid construction
of the metal pin-matrix to be a preferred quality
over the plastic version; “it feels of good quality
and it has a pleasant feel” (Rob, Workshop 2).

Use as/for...

Moreover, making reference points was rated as
easier because, for instance, “the pins are at an
equal distance, so you can count them” (Beatriz,
Workshop 1) to help you navigate the shape and
interface. Error correction and prevention was
rated as more difficult. Participants said it was
easy to overlook errors because of the uniform
texture of the pins; and, if one was to draw with
it, it would be easy to press other pins by mistake,
so a tool may be required to increase precision.
Additionally, readability of the pin-rendered shape
could be difficult when the shape is unfamiliar and
little to no context is provided. Finally, the threedimensionality is limited by the height of the pins;
Daniel says that readability is harder when you
cannot pick up the object or hold it as a whole
with your hands (Workshop 1).
In terms of preferences, the magnetic
spheres had mixed opinions. Making shapes,
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whether simple or complex, was quite difficult for
participants. Because of the magnetic property,
the pieces can easily stick to the wrong piece,
which makes it too deformable and not as easy to
use as other stimuli. One stated, “you really need
to be skilled to do [a shape] efficiently” (Victor,
Workshop 2). Compared to the other stimuli, it
obtained the lowest ratings in general for all
the usability characteristics. For example, “the
final product would not be readable because it
will be changed when others touch it” (Pelantas,
Workshop 2). The uniformity of the pieces would
also make it difficult for reference points: because
“you would lose them” (Rob, Workshop 2); however,
Beatriz suggested counting as a good strategy to
navigate the magnets (Workshop 1). The group of
Workshop 2 agreed that if it were modified into
cubes, it would be easier to manipulate as they
would be more “stackable”; also, they thought the
magnets could be more interesting to combine
them with other materials. For instance, “it could
be useful for 3D-printed parts, if you want to stick
things together” (Rob, Workshop 2). In contrast to
the mainly negative ratings of the stimulus as is,
many expressed positive remarks about the feel
of the material. It was described as bendable and
dynamic, and it had textile-like qualities. “You can
pull it out like a piece of fabric! You can shape it
basically the way you want it... It’s solid, but it feels
liquid” (Beatriz, Workshop 1). These properties
made it one of the favorites in Workshop 1. Finally,
it is worth noting that Pelantas emphasized that
he really enjoyed the haptic sensation of the
magnetic forces from both the magnetic spheres
and the magnetic wood blocks.
The tactile drawing sheets was another
stimulus that received mixed preference opinions.
To feel the relief made by the pen, one had to lift
and turn the paper the other way, which made it
less intuitive and easy to use. Pelantas for instance
felt he had to press very hard in order to make a
relief easy to distinguish to the touch (Workshop
2). The same issue of having to turn the paper
front and back continuously made it difficult to
keep track of reference points, as described by
Rob (Workshop 2). In contrast, other participants
found the drawing paper very interesting to work
with. Some found that the pen allowed to make
subtle details in the paper, and different levels
of relief could be achieved. “What I really like
about this is that you can create a high level of
detail” (Elena, Workshop 1). It was perceived as
surprising to blindfolded individuals because they
did not expect creating a drawing, which is usually
seen as a purely visual activity.
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Lastly, the construction toy set was one of
the least favorite stimuli, with some rating it as
worse than the kinetic sand. Even though several
usability characteristics were highly rated, the
group of Workshop 1 agreed that they could not
envision themselves designing something with
it. “The material feels too chunky... And it’s too
simplistic to make really satisfying shapes with
it” (Elena, Workshop 1). Others said the material
simply felt cheap, and the predetermined pieces
limited the creative freedom and the level of
resolution that could be achieved when working
with it. “You have the basic shapes, and you can’t
go anywhere in between” (Daniel, Workshop
1). In terms of readability, the range of shapes
one can make are too abstract for the sense of
touch; Beatriz says, “you could feel with the pipecleaners that it was a flower, but if you model a
flower with this, I don’t know if I would recognize
it” (Workshop 1). These readability issues also
affect the ease of determining reference points:
“If someone rotates the shape, my reference
points would get lost” (Beatriz, Workshop 1).
Finally, the pieces required extra force to join or
detach them, affecting the ease of use and the
ease of rectifying errors.

2. Desired Attributes
These were determined by asking direct questions
about what attributes were important for them
to have in a creative tool, but also by extracting
desired attributes based on stimuli judgments.
In terms of the physical attributes,
participants found important for the creative
haptic tool to have the following aspects:
•

Material feels nice to the touch: participants
found softness, smoothness, finish quality,
and the weight of the material to be relevant
when using your hands to design. For example,
the metal, solid feel of the metal pin-matrix
and the magnetic spheres were highlighted
because they had a nice weight to them and
felt as if “you actually have something to work
with in your hands” (Beatriz, Workshop 1).

•

Material maintains the shape: while
prototyping with the tool, the material qualities
need to be able to hold up properly the shape
being created to withstand manipulation, error
rectification, and haptic exploration. It should
also be able to retain details. Thus, the material
should have a balanced level of hardness, so
that it is soft enough to be deformable, but
unless force is being exerted, it retains its
shape (e.g. clay, pipe-cleaners).

•

Material is sturdy: it is important for the tool
to be durable so that it can be reused or it can
be portable without breaking. The material
construction should be for professional use.
For example, the plastic pin-matrix felt flimsy
in comparison to the metal version, making it
feel sturdier and more professional.

•

Material is three-dimensional: as Beatriz said,
“the more 3D it is, the easier” (Workshop 1).
Prototyping and manipulating a material was
easier when participants were able to hold
the entire shape with their hands. Combining
a high degree of three-dimensionality with a
degree of resolution adapted to blind users,
shape readability also became easier.

•

Material is deformable: participants liked
having the freedom to mold the material as
they wanted. They also highlighted that it
should allow to create fine-grained details
and have a degree of freedom for producing
differences in texture so that reference points
can be easy to determine.

Regarding the usability attributes,
participants found important the following
aspects in a creative haptic tool:
•

Tool is intuitive to use: Participants liked
having the ability to start creating a design
straight away. The creative process should
be intuitive to execute from beginning to end:
from drafting a rough prototype, to making
modifications until achieving a final product.

•

Tool has a learning curve: This was an
important aspect because it allows the
designer to gain and develop a skill overtime
using the creative tool. As Pelantas noted,
“it should be simple, but not too simple;
advanced, but not too advanced” (Workshop
2). Thus, the tool should be intuitive to use,
but it should be challenging at the same time,
having different levels of complexity as the
designer gains expertise.

•

Tool allows design iterations: the design
process is iterative by nature, so the creative
tool should have the capacity to support as
many iterations as desired. The shape or
design should be easy to modify through direct
hand manipulation or, if required, through the
use of additional precision tools. Participants
also emphasized the need to have a system,
where the verification process is easy to check
and coordinate with the haptic exploration and

visualization processes.
•

Tool and shape is easy to navigate: reference
points should be able to be determined
using tactile cues in the design or interface.
Distinguishable features, textures, or anchors
could be used to create such points. This
for example, would be important when the
designer does not manipulate the design for
some time. For example, while talking about
the reference points for the pipe-cleaners,
Pelantas noted, “while you are busy [working]
with the shape, it’s rather easy; but if you lay it
down for let’s say a week, and you want to add
to it again, it is rather difficult” (Workshop 2).
Therefore, the tool should be designed in such
a way that it is easy for the user to recognize
and navigate the design regardless of the time
since she or he last used it.

3. Brainstorm Ideas
Already in the Exploration part of the workshop,
participants were eager to share new contexts of
use and ideas inspired by the stimuli. On Table 3,
it can be seen the variety of design contexts that
were discussed, including prototyping jewelry
(magnetics spheres, pipe-cleaners), mechanical
models (construction set, magnetic spheres),
and user interfaces (pin-matrix); also in the area
of architecture by using the pin-matrix or pipecleaners to create floor-plans or landscape
models. Designing textiles or wearables and
creating 3D models were the dominant purposes
for which participants wanted to develop a
creative haptic tool.
One of the most dominant ideas was one
that was brought forth independently by both
workshop groups. The issue we were trying to
address was that of bridging the gap between
the physical and the digital. How can we bring
a physical design into a digital version and vice
versa? To answer this, the common idea between
the two groups was to use the pin-matrix as
a scanner to digitize 3D clay models (Daniel,
Workshop 1; Victor, Workshop 2). The concept
discussed consisted of developing a programmed
pin-matrix composed of pins that can track and
convert points in a physical 3D model into pixels,
accounting for height differences in the pins
against the physical design. Thus, when placing
the device on top of a 3D model, it could scan
that point of view and recreate the equivalent 3D
model in a computer program; then, one can turn
the physical model to scan another side, and so
on. The computer program would also be part
of the creative tool, which should be designed
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to be keyboard accessible and usable for blind
and visually impaired users. An example of a
situation for using such device in combination
with a physical modeling material was “a blind
interior designer could create chairs and tables
with a prototyping material (e.g. modeling clay,
wood) and then scan them to send the designs
to a client across the world” (Beatriz, Workshop
1). Another example was from Pelantas, who
would use if for designing building structures and
characters for his audio game (Workshop 2). If he
is building a Greek-style column for a temple, he
would design one column using the clay, and then
with the pin-matrix scanner, scan it, and then use
the designing program to copy/paste it and create
a row of columns as he slowly builds the temple
and places it in a digital map.
Other ideas that could support blind
designers from different disciplines included:
•

Creating a set of wire-like structures that
can have magnetic attachments at the ends
for prototyping 3D models. The magnetic
joints would allow to attach each wire more
efficiently when building a shape. The wires
can also be of different colors so that the
mental design of the person also matches the
physical design. The colored wires could be
organized in separate boxes with color labels
in Braille (Victor & Pelantas, Workshop 2).

•

Developing a programmed pin-matrix for
sketching tactile drawings that can also be
stored digitally in the device. One can sketch
and edit the designs with using the fingers
or in combination with a pen-like tool (Rob &
Pelantas, Workshop 2)

•

Creating a magnetic wood construction
set with a wide variety of pieces to build
mechanical or architectural models (Daniel,
Workshop 1).

•

Using a programmed pin-matrix to do sound
design, in which the person can hear but also
feel the music by getting the sensation of the
pins moving at the rhythm of the sound (Elena,
Workshop 1).

4. Themes
Now, we move on to the interpretive results of
the thematic analysis. The patterns observed
here were not strongly related to the questions
planned for the workshop, but they fit within the
topic of the research. A total of 7 themes were
identified, in addition to an eighth theme labeled
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Miscellaneous, which includes alternative topics
worth mentioning.
Theme 1: The Added Value of Touch
This theme encompasses the realization that
the sense of touch is generally taken for granted,
particularly by sighted people, when in reality it has
the capacity to add valuable sensory information
to an experience. Two sub-themes were found.
One describes that touching is the other
half of the experience. Pelantas reflected, “I
discovered since I’m blind, that I only have
experienced half of the experience... Touching
is the other half” (Workshop 2). Beatriz also
stated, “when you see a material, you recognize
it and already know 50% of what it’s going to feel
like... But if you can only feel [through touch], the
[sensation] is more intense, and you appreciate it
more... If you see it, you already take away 50%
of the surprise” (Workshop 1). These reflections
brings us back to the story of the Little Prince. It
seems that when we visually perceive an object,
the objectivity of the eye may stop our imagination
from going further. The participants themselves
seemed to have exercised their imagination more
than if they were not blindfolded for the workshop.
Particularly because once they took off the
blindfolds, many expressed being disappointed
by the actual look of the stimulus. Their mental
image or haptic sensation of the stimulus was
more enjoyable than the real object. “Even when
touching simple things I’m already familiar with, I
was getting this different feeling from it; and I was
really feeling a lot more than if I actually just saw it”
(Victor, Workshop 2). Blind people, and particularly
blind designers, appreciate having a rich tactile
experience and may put their imagination more
into practice, while sighted people tend to limit
themselves to just seeing, forgetting about the
added value of touch.
The second sub-theme describes the
value of bringing blind and sighted designers
to work together. “You can see and design, but
you can also feel, touch, and design” (Pelantas,
Workshop 2). A blind designer is likely to exercise
more often her or his haptic abilities than a sighted
designer would. “Perhaps people who see can
create a general structure, but people who feel
can add significant detail to that” (Rob, Workshop
2). Thus, while the sighted designer can provide
a more holistic perspective of a concept, the
blind designer also contributes by having a more
selective perspective and focusing on aspects
that may be overlooked by a her or his sighted
counterpart. For example, physical and usability
properties related to the haptic experience of
a product concept may be neglected if more

importance is given to the aesthetic, visual
qualities. On the other hand, the sighted designer
can also add levels of detail that can complement
the holistic view of the design. In all, by having
both blind and sighted designers contribute to
the conceptualization of a prototype, the result
may be of a product with higher quality and that is
usable by people with different abilities.
Theme 2: Mismatches Between Touch and Vision
Among the blindfolded participants, the
expectations of how a stimulus or shape felt like
and how they imagined their appearances tended
to disagree with their actual look or feel. These
realizations occurred during the Exploration
session and once the blindfolds came off. For
instance, “I didn’t expect the colors of the [magnetic
wood] blocks!... I thought it would be just wood”
(Elena, Workshop 1). Also, while exploring the
pin-matrix, one experienced a mismatch between
the actual feel of the stimulus against the mental
image of what he thought it should feel like. “I
can imagine what it looks like, and there’s a lot
of pins with air in between, so it should be rather
rough... But it feels smooth” (Daniel, Workshop 1).
Furthermore, in terms of mismatches, there were
several occurrences that were classified under
two sub-themes.
The first was that many participants had
difficulties verifying whether the mental image
matched the actual image. After taking the
blindfolds, one reflected, “It’s very uncomfortable
not to see...I know what I want to create, but I
can’t actually verify what I’m making” (Beatriz,
Workshop 1). At times, some expressed
frustration because there was no coordination
between what was being envisioned versus what
was being crafted, and they felt that it was “easy
to make mistakes, especially when you can’t see
anything...You start somewhere, then realize it’s
the wrong point, and then [referring to the kinetic
sand] it’s already deformed” (Daniel, Workshop 1).
Another expressed while talking about the tactile
drawing paper, “I didn’t know what I was doing
exactly. I had an image in my mind, but I had no
way to verify it... So I have to see later on what
I made” (Elena, Workshop 1). Overall, there was
a desire for having some form of verification or
feedback about the design being made. This was
mainly observed from the sighted participants,
who are of course likely to be used to relying
on visual feedback to prevent making errors or
verifying whether the error has been rectified
correctly.
The
second
sub-theme
describes
instances of participants having different
expectations between past visual experiences

versus current tactile experiences. For example,
being already familiar with several stimuli,
based on past experiences, influenced how
one manipulated or felt about certain stimuli. “I
already knew most of [the materials], so I knew
what they were [without having to see them], but I
didn’t know the drawing paper, so I was surprised
[with that one]... but because of that, I felt more
clumsy” (Elena, Workshop 1). She was somewhat
underwhelmed about some stimuli except for
the novel ones. For that reason, she did not know
what to expect when working with the material,
and it seemed to be more difficult to imagine a
plan of action of how to approach working with
such novel stimulus. In another instance, Rob
said while judging the three-dimensionality of
the magnetic spheres, “based on some shapes
I’ve seen in the past, I know you can create solid
basic shapes with this” (Workshop 2). Here, even
though he knew the design possibilities with that
material, it was difficult to match that expectation
when working only through touch with it.
Theme 3: Desire to Create and Feel Details
Throughout the design session, participants
emphasized, time and time again, the importance
of being able to create and feel details in their
designs. This occurred even outside the rating
judgments about resolution. “If you are trying to
create something, you just don’t want to make
this abstract shape... So if you want to make really
detailed things, then resolution really matters...
Feeling the differences in heights, and bumps,
and everything” (Victor, Workshop 2). Also, Elena
highlighted, “I really like it when you can put a lot
of detail with the material; that’s why I like knitting
and weaving because you can put so much detail,
and if you really pay attention to it [tactually], you
can also see it” (Workshop 1). Participants also
said that having higher resolution would help
them understand better the shape; for instance,
“with the pin-matrix, if you had a thousand more
pins, you would feel a lot more of the shape”
(Victor, Workshop 2). To that end, if their goal is
to develop their designing skills for a living, the
creative tool should support the design of both
simple and complex shapes, in which the ability to
manipulate details is possible. Two approaches
to create details were evident during the session,
that is creating details with or without the use of
tool, making these into the sub-themes.
First, using tools to make details was found
to be important when the material properties were
fragile and not suitable for hand manipulation.
For example, to edit a drawing in the pin-matrix,
“your fingers are too thick [to push individual
pins], so you could maybe use a tool to do it”
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(Daniel, Workshop 1). Also, to create shapes with
the kinetic sand, tools were a must to handle the
material effectively to some extent. The clay held
up details better than the sand by using tools as
well as the hands. In contrast, some preferred
creating designs directly with their hands. By
manipulating the shape with the hands, feedback
in relation to design changes and additions is
immediate. When making a drawing with the
tactile sheets, Pelantas explained, “If I could
use my finger for drawing, I would have more
control... Instead of having to feel if I’m moving
the pen correctly; then I should trust on what I
feel through the pen... Which is just less control.
It’s more useful when I can still use my finger”
(Workshop, 2). Furthermore, Rob highlighted, “in a
creative tool it’s important to have something that
doesn’t necessarily require having extra tools in
your hands” (Workshop 2). Thus, it seems that the
need for tools to manipulate the shape properly
and create details is dependent on the material
properties and functionalities. In all, resolution
was considered one of the most important factors
to have in a creative haptic tool.
Theme 4: Assigning Color to Texture
A surprising pattern was the color associations
participants assigned to different stimuli
and the role of color for blind designers. For
example, when exploring the pipe-cleaners, they
spontaneously shared that they felt pink. In fact,
two participants in the same group coincided
by having imagined the same color for the pipecleaners, even describing it as being “flamingo
pink” (Rob & Victor, Workshop 2). Pelantas
followed by sharing they felt as “bright orange”
(Workshop 2). During Workshop 1, Beatriz also
assigned the color pink to the texture of the
kinetic sand and imagined the magnetic spheres
as being black. Victor had imagined the kinetic
sand as being blue (Workshop 2). In all, during the
haptic exploration, their imagination took them to
a different direction, so once some took off the
blindfolds, they expressed being disappointed
with the actual colors of the materials.
In addition, this topic about using color as
part of the design process became a sub-theme.
After the group in Workshop 2 started discussing
the imagined colors of the pipe-cleaners, Pelantas
went on to say, “flamingo pink, bright orange, light
blue... For a complete [congenitally] blind user, it
won’t make any sense, but for someone like me...
I can imagine them... I quite like pairing things
together [based on color] and create something”.
Late-blind designers like Pelantas, who has had
experience with color perception, the use of color
in his designs is still important. He explained, when
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he is imagining a room for his fantasy world, he
does so by also thinking about the details of color
(refer back to Figure 5); thus, if he would be able to
design the room using colored clay, for instance,
he said he would want his mental model to match
the real model, not just in shape and texture, but
also in color. Finally, in relation to associating
colors with textures, Beatriz suggested to use
the sand as a way to create different textured
patterns and then assign a different color to each,
and thus allow blind users to make a distinction
as well (Workshop 1).
Theme 5: Learning Curve Using Stimulus
Practice makes better, and even when a tool is
found intuitive to use, time is required to learn
how to make usable shapes or recreate a design
one may have in mind. There were several stimuli
for which participants stated they needed more
time or practice to create a shape effectively.
For example, Elena explained when using the
construction set, “it took me a while before
I realized I could put the balls in the indents
because I had to push really hard, and I was afraid
I would break it... But now I managed” (Workshop
1); Daniel also mentioned after figuring out how
to attach the construction pieces, “now that I
know... It opens more possibilities, but even if I
have a shape in mind, I wouldn’t really know how
to go about it...[Especially if] making 3D objects.
It would be doable, but hard” (Workshop 1). Also,
the pipe-cleaners, which got the highest rating in
terms of ease of use, had a learning curve as well.
“You really have to know how to create something
with them, and that can be a point of difficulty...
it [may not be easy] right at the start, but it can
[become easy] overtime” (Pelantas, Workshop 2).
There were also instances in which participants
enjoyed the level of difficulty when manipulating
certain stimuli; “I quite like the struggle to get the
[magnetic spheres] loose” (Pelantas, Workshop
2).
Moreover, one sub-theme was identified
in relation to experiencing a learning curve, being
that the creative tool needs to have a balance
between being easy and being challenging.
Pelantas emphasized an issue he finds frustrating
at times within the blind community. He explained,
“the problem I find is that a lot of things that can
be used by blind users are already too easy, and
the blind community is getting too accustomed
to that easiness. It’s not that I’m against easy,
but blind people start to get used to it, while
the world around them doesn’t work that way”
(Workshop 2). Thus, it appears that it is important
for tools aimed at this target audience to present
a challenge in a way that it requires practice

and developing a level of skill, in order to avoid
complacency and exclusion from society. For
example, when discussing an idea about adding a
specific texture to different colored pipe-cleaner,
for easy tactile recognition, Pelantas responded,
“in my opinion, that’s the responsibility of the user
to [remember and] organize them into the correct
boxes [labeled with the color in Braille], hence,
bringing attention to also practicing cognitive
skills. Overall, experiencing a learning curve to
develop skills using a creative tool is important, as
it was identified already in the section of Desired
Attributes.
Theme 6: Importance of Context
When the task involves exploring and interpreting
a shape that was not one’s own creative product,
getting contextual information can play a key role.
For instance, when determining the readability
of a rendered image on the pin-matrix, Victor
expressed, “unless you’re given a context,
your imagination can just take you anywhere...
Because your [haptic] perception is based on
what you’re imagining” (Workshop 2). In the same
line of thought, Pelantas pointed, “you know, first
I felt the Sun and Jupiter [prop in the pin-matrix]...
Then, when we go directly to the top view of the
Statue of Liberty, I would first dare to say that
it was a star because that’s the direction my
imagination would take me” (Workshop 2). To
that end, the role of context is dependent on the
level of readability and familiarity with the shape,
resulting in two sub-themes.
First, when the shape is unknown, additional
information was necessary to understand the
shape through touch. Without context, the
guesses of participant about the Statue of Liberty
prop ranged from insect, spider, octopus, to a tree,
the Sun, and a star. The haptic information on its
own was ambiguous. The researcher proceeded
to provide hints about the category of the image,
by first saying “it’s a monument” and then “it’s
the top view of a monument”; at that point, many
guessed correctly. Beatriz said, “it depends on
the shape... If it was a flower, I would have totally
gotten it, but it was a monument” (Workshop 1).
In hindsight, once the shape was recognized, it
became very easy to navigate and find reference
points; for example, “oh yeah! Now I see her face,”
and another added “and her crown too!” (Beatriz &
Elena, Workshop 1).
On the other hand, when the shape is
known contextual information was not necessary.
This was the case for the ready-made shapes with
the pipe-cleaners (the chair, flower, sandal, and
cube). In both workshop groups, these shapes
were recognized almost immediately after being

handed over. Each represented prototypical
shapes of generally common object categories,
which is likely to have contributed to their fast
recognition. This can be contrasted against the
monument category, which is a less common
and, thus, required context for recognition. Finally
another factor that may have contributed to the
unnecessary addition of context was the threedimensionality obtained from the pipe-cleaners’
shapes. As one participant said before, “the more
3D, the easier”. Participants were able to hold
the shapes as a whole with their hands; whereas
the rendered shape of the Statue of Liberty in the
pin-matrix is only half, or a 2.5D representation,
of the shape, and the extent to which it can be
manipulated is more limited. These differences in
level of readability due to the three-dimensionality
property also affected whether participants
required context or not.
Theme 7: Differences Between Expert & Novices
Based on the rating judgments of the physical
and usability characteristics, it appeared that the
haptic perceptual capacities per se of participants,
between the sighted-blindfolded and the lateblind, did not display large differences. After all,
the spatial resolution of the skin in humans is the
same in theory (Lederman, Klatzky, Chataway, &
Summers, 1990). However, the differences found
may be interpreted as an indication of a lack of
prior haptic experience (e.g. creating shapes
only through touch, interpreting tactile pictures,
creating spatial mental models) from the part of
the sighted-blindfolded participants.
This became evident in the results of the
ice-breaker activity ‘Recreate the shape,’ given
that the Workshop 2 group, with the late-blind
expert user, performed distinctly better than the
Workshop 1 group, with only sighted-blindfolded
participants. The Workshop 1 group somewhat
struggled to agree with a collaborative strategy to
solve the puzzle together; and they were not used
to consciously employing a think aloud method
to verbally describe to each other what their
haptic actions or sensations were. With good
reason, they generally rely on visual feedback for
such a task. They also appeared to have mainly
focused on describing their pieces based on their
presumed position in the puzzle, forgetting to
describe the texture itself, which would have been
a more successful cue to share with the group
(e.g. “what is the texture of yours? (Elena)”; Kayla
replies, “this one”, while handing over the piece;
“mine is the one in the center corner” (Kayla), to
which Beatriz replies, “well, it depends on how you
held it”). Therefore, they lasted approximately 9
minutes to achieve solving only half of the puzzle.
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Due to time constraints, the duration of the task
had to be limited; otherwise, the group would have
likely solved it.
In contrast, the Workshop 2 group solved
the complete puzzle in about 5 minutes. Pelantas
got started by describing the texture of his piece,
which may have led the others to also begin
describing their pieces’ textures first (e.g. “I have
the one with the dots” (Pelantas); “I have one
with fine-grained sandpaper and the other has
like a Velcro” (Rob); etc). Then, they also began
describing the presumed position in the puzzle,
and ultimately decided to employ the strategy to
have one person build the puzzle, which was the
late-blind participant, in this case. Yet this was still
done in a collaborative manner, where the group
worked together to build the first few pieces, and
then Pelantas would ask for specific pieces to be
hand over to him to finalize the puzzle. This same
strategy was also proposed by a participant in
Workshop 1, but they opted instead to build the
puzzle incrementally by having each person add
her or his piece to the common puzzle. In all,
the resulting interactions from this task showed
also a pattern that has been classified as a subtheme, which consisted of the differences in the
language used to describe tactile experiences.
Other evidence describing this sub-theme include
instances in which the sighted-blindfolded
participants, the novices, had moments of
struggle when communicating their judgments
about a stimulus. “I mean it’s quite... I don’t know
how to express myself [laughs]... I don’t know,
it’s quite easy to just modify... So if it’s easy to
modify, then I guess it’s easy to create something”
(Beatriz, Workshop 1).
A second sub-theme consisted of
similarities in haptic exploration strategies
between novices and the expert user. Pelantas
while describing his reference points for the shape
he created with the kinetic sand, explained “when
I’m exploring my version of the skull [laughs], I
just go from the top, then move to the left and to
the right, to determine how it looks like and where
I should add things” (Workshop 2). Similarly,
Beatriz explained her strategy to navigate the
female figure she created with the sand, “it’s easy
because the outline is very clear to me, and then I
take reference points depending on what I want to
do; so to add the belly button, I look at the waist,
and then I think ‘okay it needs to be at an equal
distance from the sides’” (Workshop 1). Another
strategy was while using the pipe-cleaners, “to
create reference points you can make twists or
if you shape it in a way that you understand...
Then it’s quite okay” (Victor, Workshop 2). Hence,
making use of the shape outlines was a common
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strategy to interpret the physical shape into a
mental image.
Theme 8: Miscellaneous
The last theme is composed of a variety of topics
that did not necessarily fit under a whole theme,
but were still worth mentioning. First, accessibility
and inclusion were important concerns
emphasized by Pelantas; he expressed, “I wish
the larger population would think like you are right
now because you can see and design, but you
also can feel, touch, and design... And that is what
the world lacks right now” (Workshop 2). This
was one of the ending reflections of the session,
in which he remarks the very same issue the
present research intends to bring forth, that being
blind people, who are also eager with imagination,
are as equally capable of designing and creating
visual information as their sighted counterparts.
They have the same capacity to learn and develop
designing skills that are not necessarily meant for
visual people alone. Moreover, it was important for
him to highlight that the software of the creative
tools should follow accessibility guidelines. In
his quest for advocating for inclusion, he said “I
also try to create games with enough detail that
a sighted user can be interested as well; it is not
really with graphics... But with the sound-scape
and the storytelling I give; these I hope speak to
the imagination” (Pelantas, Workshop 2).
Finally, he expressed some difficulties
when drawing with blindness. He said, “I quite liked
drawing when I was sighted, but drawing right
now it’s too unnatural for me, but it’s different for
each person... I quite liked it, but it became less
important when I became blind because I wasn’t
able to do it anymore”. He further explained, “the
problem is that I have some trouble in determining
my designs... If I move my hand just too far, or
just too short... But I guess that’s more of a small
problem”. However, when the idea of using the
finger instead of a pen for drawing was brought
up, he agreed that it would be better for him
because using his own finger would provide him
with better tactile feedback than the pen would.
Ultimately, he shared that the design workshop
had inspired him to pick up sculpting with clay to
create some designs from his fantasy world.
A summary of the design workshops
results are shown on Table 4.

Table 4. Summary of Results of the Design Workshops
STIMULI PREFERENCES
Most Favorites
Clay (3)*
Pipe-cleaners (1)
Pin-matrix (1)
Magnetic spheres (1)
Tactile drawing sheets (1)
Least Favorites
Construction set (3)
Kinetic sand (2)
Magnetic spheres (2)*
Tactile drawing sheets (1)
* Some participants had two top or
bottom choices. A total of 6 gave their
preferences.

DESIRED ATTRIBUTES
Physical Qualities
Material feels nice to the touch.
Material maintains the shape.
Material is sturdy.
Material is three-dimensional.
Material is deformable.

Usability Qualities
Tool is intuitive to use.
Tool has a learning curve.
Tool allows design iterations.
Tool and shape is easy to
navigate.

BRAINSTORM IDEAS
•
•
•
•
•

Programmed pin-matrix scanner that digitizes 3D clay models.
Wire-like tool set with magnetic joints for prototyping 3D models.
Programmed pin-matrix for sketching and storing tactile drawings.
Magnetic construction set to build mechanical or architectural
models.
Programmed pin-matrix for tactile sound design.
THEMES & SUB-THEMES

Theme 1: The added value of touch
• Sub-theme 1: Touching is the other half of the
experience.
• Sub-theme 2: Bringing blind and sighted
designers to work together.
Theme 2: Mismatches between touch and vision
• Sub-theme 1: Difficulties verifying whether the
mental image matched the actual image.
• Sub-theme 2: Different expectations between
past visual experiences versus current tactile
experiences.
Theme 3: Desire to create and feel details
• Sub-theme 1: Using tools to make details
• Sub-theme 2: Creating designs directly with
their hands
Theme 4: Assigning color to texture
• Sub-theme 1: using color as part of the design
process

Theme 5: Learning curve using stimulus
• Sub-theme 1: A balance between being easy
and being challenging
Theme 6: Importance of context
• Sub-theme 1: When the shape is unknown
• Sub-theme 2: When the shape is known
Theme 7: Differences between expert & novices
• Sub-theme 1: Language used to describe
tactile experiences
• Sub-theme 2: Similarities in haptic
exploration strategies
Theme 8: Miscellaneous
• Topic 1: Accessibility and Inclusion
• Topic 2: Difficulties when drawing with
blindness

iii. General Discussion
The goal of the present study was an exploratory
investigation to seek for potential 3D haptic
creative tools for blind designers and developers.
Specifically, we examined the creative perspective
and context of a blind game developer through
an in-depth interview, presenting the results
in a case study. Thereafter, two participatory
design workshops were conducted with sighted-

blindfolded participants and the late-blind expert
user introduced in the case study. The workshops
served to probe a series of materials with different
properties and three-dimensionality, which then
allowed to identify desired attributes in creative
haptic tools and inspire the ideation of new
concepts.
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The main findings of the case study
about Pelantas indicated the need for a tool for
materializing his imagined fantasy worlds into
visual content. This would give him the opportunity
to grow as a game developer, designer, and
storyteller, by being able to incorporate visual
graphics into his audio games and, thus, expand
their reach to include players of diverse visual
capacities. Such insights, together with those of
the design workshops, suggest that employing
a 3D haptic creative tool would indeed facilitate
the creative process of blind designers, thus,
answering the research question postulated.
As the analysis by Greene (2002)
indicates, having cognitive artifacts can produce
a facilitating effect in a person’s evocation
process of ideas, their elaboration, as well as
their integration with other sources of knowledge.
In the manner that sighted designers gain from
using creative software, or even traditional pen
and paper, to visualize thought processes, their
counterparts with visual impairments can also
benefit from visualization tools. After all, lateblind, and even congenitally blind, individuals can
also effectively experience visuo-spatial mental
images by means of haptic stimuli (Vecchi, Tinti,
& Cornoldi, 2004; Cattaneo et al., 2007). Thus, let
us recall Pelantas’ creative process to develop the
audio game ‘Your_Adventure’.
It entails an iterative process of six
stages: conceptualizing, hardcoding, designing,
storytelling, testing, and maintaining. Particularly,
a creative haptic tool would facilitate his
conceptualizing, designing, and/or storytelling
stages. The first comprises the planning and
‘sketching’ process of creating new game
additions (e.g. a room, surrounding area, a
character). Currently, this brainstorm and mental
sketching of the design direction is kept only
as an internal cognitive process. Similarly, the
designing aspect involves visualizing the map
of the world to code the different paths players
can take, which can become more complex as
new areas and lines of codes are added to the
game. Lastly, the storytelling entails the ideation
of the stories, which manifest in the form of audio
descriptions in the game. This is the part where
he lets his imagination loose to paint a textual
picture, charged with descriptions that evoke all
the senses (e.g. “chairs made of oak and woven
straw”, “a thick, red, and fuzzy carpet that muffles
footsteps”, “engraved candles scorching the
ceiling”; refer to Figure 5). The latter examples
perfectly illustrate the rich mental visualizations
that this late-blind game developer has; and his
desire to physically sketch and mold his ideas
using his own hands was evident from the results
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of both the case study and the design workshops.
Therefore, developing creative haptic tools that
provide additional support for these stages in the
creative process would:
1) Facilitate the exploration and experimentation
of ideas and improve the sense of control over
the game design process.
2) Help translate mental maps into visuo-spatial
haptic information to ease the cognitive load,
as the structural code, and navigation routes,
continue to expand.
3) Share his visualizations and creative skills
with the game community through tactile and
visual representations.
In addition, by combining these proposed
benefits of having a creative artifact with the
desired attributes obtained from the analysis, the
creative haptic tool should also:
4) Encourage active learning by affording
different levels of complexity as expertise is
gained, and allowing for the creation of both
simple and complex shapes.
5) Promote intuitive haptic navigation by
including reference points and features that
enable the retrieval of contextual information
about the design, and what has been done
with it.
6) Support iterations by having a material that is
deformable but, at the same time, maintains a
given shape, to therefore facilitate the editing
and verification processes.
7) Provoke creative freedom with a material that
affords a high degree of three-dimensionality
and appropriate resolution, as to ease haptic
interpretation and enable a wide range of
design applications.
The seven aspects suggested here
encompass the physical and usability attributes
that were demonstrated to be useful for the lateblind participant as well as the sighted-blindfolded
participants.
In addition, the stimuli haptic judgments
were observed to be comparable between the two
groups. Compelling studies have also suggested
that there are no significant differences between
congenitally blind, early-blind, late-blind, and
sighted-blindfolded people with respect to haptic
material perception and haptic recognition
accuracy of familiar 3D objects (Baumgartner et
al., 2015; Postma et al., 2007). Furthermore, the
differences described in Theme 7, between the
two groups, appeared to be due to the lack of
experience per se of the blindfolded participants
shifting attention to haptic cues over visual cues

and in performance. For example, Workshop 2,
with the late-blind user as a member, performed
the first ice-breaker activity faster than the
blindfolded-only group in Workshop 1. These
findings are in accordance with those of Postma
et al. (2007), who found blind people to be much
faster than the blindfolded in a haptic task of
matching 3D shapes into cut-outs. Moreover,
during the workshops, some blindfolded
participants expressed frustration with regards
to having trouble verifying whether their physical
design was matching their mental representation,
as described in Theme 2. A key factor that appears
to have driven this frustration is the minimal
prior experience that blindfolded participants
had when creating designs without the ability to
rely on visual feedback. However, coordinating
visualizations with haptic manipulation is a skill
that can be improved overtime with practice, which
applies to both blind and sighted designers alike.
The blindfolded participants, in the same study
by Postma et al. (2007), showed performance
improvements, in terms of speed and accuracy,
as more task trials were executed.
Another relevant discrepancy was that
found between Pelantas past drawing experiences
compared to his current desire to draw. For the
case study, he recounted that before losing his
sight, he already loved drawing designs of game
characters, and that he would like a creative tool
for sketching his own designs and adding them as
graphics to the audio game. However, during the
design workshop, he revealed that after becoming
blind, drawing was of less importance because it
became “too unnatural” for him to do anymore
(refer to Theme 3, sub-theme 2). As a result he
rated the tactile drawing sheets as one of his least
favorite stimuli, along with the kinetic sand. He
disliked the sense of losing control over his hand
strokes due to the need to use a pen for drawing.
Instead, using his fingers directly to sketch, he
said would provide him with more accurate haptic
feedback and better reference points.
In this regard, we have seen from the
Introduction section that many blind people enjoy
expressing themselves through tactile drawings,
and there are blind artists who have created visual
arts masterpieces, such as John Bramblitt, Esref
Armagan, and Marleen de Man. This emphasizes
the role of individual differences among blind
creators. Some, like Pelantas and Armagan, prefer
the direct feeling of the finger against the canvas
to sketch or paint; while others, like Bramblitt, have
mastered the use of tactile paper and brushes,
developing his own techniques to create color
palettes, such as adding Braille labels to color
paint tubes (Hayhoe, 2018; Bramblitt, 2018). Also

this shows another instance of the influence of
practice when it comes to mastering a skill.
Furthermore, in accordance to the findings
of Klatzky, Lederman, and Metzger (1985), it may
have been the case that the tactile paper, being
a 2D surface, does not allow to obtain the same
level of shape granularity than a 3D design made
with clay. Therefore, the need to use a tool (e.g. the
pen), further diminishes the haptic feedback loop
between the person and the design. On the other
hand, using precision tools to create details with
the clay, for example, may not affect the sense
of control over the design because the material
allows to create higher granularity and threedimensionality. Thus, while a person is carving
details with a tool, she or he can create details
with more definition than when carving them in a
2D tactile paper.
The last discussion point has to do
with Theme 4, which describes the unexpected
congruencies between imagined colors and felt
textures expressed by both blindfolded and lateblind participants. As Löffler et al. (2016) discuss
in their paper, research has shown that people
make color associations with haptic perceptual
properties such as temperature, weight, and size.
For instance, objects that appear to be warmer are
assigned colors in the long-wavelength spectrum
(e.g. reds, oranges, and yellows), whereas those
that appear to be cold are associated with shortwavelength colors (e.g. blues and purples).
Moreover, the perceived weight of objects tends
to be influenced by brightness; in other words,
a decrease in weight is associated with brighter
colors. Löffler et al. (2016) explained that the
latter color-weight associations may be linked
to experiences found in the natural world, where
for instance denser objects tend to be darker.
During the workshops, associations with the color
pink were prominent for materials that appeared
softer and smoother, such as the pipe-cleaners
and the kinetic sand. These findings bring forth
an opportunity to design interface elements in
the creative tool that can evoke different color
associations; for example, through material
surfaces that resemble properties found in the
natural world, or even through semantic color
associations using auditory descriptions that
pair colors with haptic and other sensations (e.g.
electric blue, baby pink, banana yellow, or flaming
red). In this way, even blind creators with no visual
experience can make color pairings they can
relate to, based on their tactile, olfactory, and even
gustatory experiences.
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Conclusion

“

Oddly enough, this
was an eye-opening
experience for me.
— Rob (Workshop 2)

“

”

I discovered since I’m
blind, that I only had
experienced half of the
experience... Touching
is the other half.
— Pelantas (Workshop 2)

“

”

What is essential is
invisible to the eye.

— The Little Prince
(Saint-Exupéry & Howard, 2000)

”
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This research has presented compelling insights
for why it is important to empower blind creators
with visualization haptic tools. When it comes
to investigating the use of new technologies
aimed at improving the lives of blind people, as
engineers and designers of Human-Technology
Interaction, we need to start thinking beyond
tools that mainly focus on providing access to
visual information. Many young blind creators
are eager to express their unique perspectives of
the world, and they are as capable as any other
designer to develop visual, tactile products. As
simply put by Pelantas, “one can see and design,
but one can also feel, touch, and design”. We
have an opportunity to focus research efforts in
the development of creative haptic tools that can
support such audience’s needs to grow creative
skills and manipulate visual information in this
digital era.
The outcomes presented here suggest
what are important system attributes and
possible tool concepts that can inform further
developments of such creative artifacts. Although
it is important to consider that the needs and
creative tool concepts generated during the
participatory design workshops are inevitably
associated to the design areas of interest from
the participants involved in the project. The needs
identified in the case study are also based on the
context of a particular blind creator. Thus, these
may pose a challenge when aiming to provide
generalizable and comparative outcomes that
apply to other blind creators. Nevertheless,
the system attributes for haptic creative tools
presented in this study have commonalities with
design principles, found in human-computer
interaction research, for cognitive artifacts
(Norman, 1992; Greene, 2002), user interface
design (Nielsen, 1994), and haptic interface design
for blind people (Sjöström, 2001, 2002; Challis &
Edwards, 2001). In fact, the design implications
presented here are not meant to be exhaustive,
and they should be considered in combination
with design guidelines and standards for tactile
graphics (BANA, 2018), and for web or software
accessibility (W3C WAI, 2018).
Further research may consider these user
and system requirements to begin investigating
how and which creative tool concepts can be
applied to a chosen design setting. The tactile
interfaces that showed most promise were the
clay, the pin-matrix, the pipe-cleaners, and the
magnetic aspect of the wood blocks and spheres
stimuli. Hence, following investigations could
use one of these interfaces to develop prototype
variations and test their usability and viability with
blind creators.
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A. Case Study Interview Guide
Set-up
o Collect signed informed consent form (which was provided in advance)
o Turn on audio-recording app
o Confirm timing
Introduction (3 min)
1. Who am I and why am I doing this research.
2. I’d like to talk with you today about your experience as a designer, engineer, or creator.
I have prepared some questions for you, and I’m interested in hearing your stories and
experiences. There are no wrong answers, and just be yourself. This will take approximately
1 hour. Do you have any questions before we begin?... Let’s get started.
Overview (15 min)
3. Can you tell me a little about yourself—what you do, hobbies, what you enjoy doing on your
free time?
4. Can you describe what is a typical day for you?
5. Do you have a special area of interest or expertise? Why is that interesting or important for
you?
6. What activities did you do growing up in which you could express your imagination?
7. Tell me about the first time you designed/created something you were proud of.
8. How did you get into being a [profession]?
9. What do you like most about what you do? What do you like least about what you do?
Creative Process (15 min)
10. Tell me more about the last project you created or were part of.
11. How did you go about creating that?
[Probe for different steps taken, locations, etc.]
12. What part of the process did you enjoy the most? What part did you enjoy the least?
13. What characteristics of your designs matter the most to you?
[Probe for physical features, color, shape, texture, functionality, etc.]
[As appropriate: How do think about color?]
14. When you have an idea, what do you do to make sure you don’t forget it?
15. What do you do to maintain your ‘creative juices’ flowing?
16. Try to remember the last time you had difficulties doing [task] for some reason. Can you
describe what happened? What were you trying to achieve? How did you go about solving
it?
17. What strategies do you apply to get feedback about your design?
18. What other types of work-arounds have you done to help you with this [task]? Has anything
about the way you do this changed over time? How? Why?
19. What are you currently doing to make this [task] easier?
20. You mentioned you do [steps in the process], have there been any special circumstances
where you’ve done this differently? Why? How was that?
Environment (10 min)
21. Tell me about your role at your company.
22. What makes a good working environment for you? What are the elements? What makes an
environment not good?
23. How does the company support your work and professional development?
24. How, if at all, does the people around you take part in your design process or bringing your
idea to life?
Technology/Devices/Software (15 min)
25. What technology or tools do you use to go about your work? What do you use them for?
26. How do you edit the visual information you create?
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27. What strategies do you apply to get feedback about your design?
28. Can you show me how you do this [task] with this [tool] and try explaining each of the steps
to me as you are doing it?
[Probe doing this with different tasks and devices/software]
29. Are there things you can do with this [tool] that you couldn’t do before?
30. What are your thoughts on these devices?
The Future (5 min)
31. If I had a company and I said I could create anything you wanted related to creative tools,
what would you ask me to make you? What else?
[Riff on products, services, experiences, furniture, environments, etc.]
[As appropriate: Can you describe to me what that might be like?]
32. What does it mean to you to be a [name of profession]?
[Look for their categories: could be frequency, importance, etc.]
33. If you were telling a new acquaintance about yourself, would you talk about your work?
What else would you say about yourself?
34. How do you see yourself in relation to your profession in the next 5 years? What do you
think will be different? The same? Why?
Demographics (2 min)
35. What is your age?
36. Do you mind sharing what visual condition do you have?
37. What educational degree did you last attained?
Wrap Up (5 min)
38. Is there anything we haven’t talked about?
Thank participant. PAY INCENTIVE

B. Design Workshop Guide
Set-up
o Collect signed informed consent forms
o Turn on video camera and audio recorder
o Provide blindfolded goggles to each participant
o Confirm timing
Introduction (15 min)
1. Who am I and why am I doing this research—o
[The aim of this research is to investigate the potential of 3D tactile interfaces as a means for
blind and visually impaired people to create and manipulate visual information. The overall
intent is to bring attention to the importance of empowering this population with creative
tools that can allow them to develop ideas, technical skills, and express their imagination]
2. Today, I want us to talk about your experience as a designer, engineer, or creator. In your
work or your areas of interest, think of the visual information either physical or digital that
you create…this could be in the form of illustrations, a 3D model, data visualization, web or
product design, anything… for today, I want you to imagine that, for now on, you will need to
make use of your other senses, like touch and hearing, to go about your craft. I don’t want
you to experience this thinking about ‘what would a blind person need’, rather think of ‘what
you currently do, and what you would require if you couldn’t use your sight to do what you
do’. Of course, as we go on with the session, there aren’t any wrong answers and I want you
to feel free to speak your mind… and use your imagination! Before we begin, does anyone
have a question?
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3. Let’s get to know each other a little more. [Asking clockwise…] Can you introduce yourself
and tell us about what you do and also what you are passionate about?
Ice-Breaker Activities
4. [Recreate the shape] ok let’s first get your juices flowing. We are going to do a couple of
warm-up activity, so that you also start to get to know each other and start thinking outside
the box!
[Procedure: Participants need to recreate a shape made with magnetic wood blocks.
Each participant is give a piece of the ‘puzzle’ and they need to collaborate together to try
recreating the shape. Once the shape is recreated, each one should think about what that
shape might be]
5. [Show and Tell] You were asked to bring an object that represents you as a creator, or an
object that represents your favorite craft. I want you to share with us what is the object you
brought and why you chose it? [while the person explains the object, the object is passed
around to the other participants to explore]
Part 1: Exploration (70 min)
For each material or interface, follow this procedure. Stimuli: kinetic sand, play dough,
tactile drawing paper, construction set, chenille wires, pin-matrix, magnetic spheres. Spend
10 min for each stimulus.
6. We’re going to give you a material or interface, and you are going to evaluate its form,
its function, and its possible purposes. When we give you the material, try to create a
meaningful shape or design out of it as we go over each of the aspects
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

Kinetic sand
Tactile drawing paper
Chenille wires
Pin-matrix
Construction set
Modeling Clay
Magnetic spheres

Physical Characteristics (Form)
Ask participants to rate the following material properties accessible to the haptic sense on
a 7-point Likert Scale.
7. Hardness: How hard or soft does the material appear to you? How much force would be
required to change the shape of the material? Low values indicate that the surface feels
soft; little force is required to change the shape of the material. High values indicate that it
feels hard and cannot easily be deformed.
8. Roughness: How rough or smooth does the material appear to you? Low values indicate
that the surface feels smooth; high values indicate that it feels rough.
9. Elasticity: How elastic or stiff does the material appear to you? Low values indicate that the
material is not elastic. It is either stiff or its form remains changed after deformation. High
values indicate the material is very elastic. After deformation, it will return to its original
form.
10.Three-dimensionality: How three-dimensional does the material’s surface appear to you?
Low values indicate that the surface is flat, high values indicate that the surface has a threedimensional structure.
11.Resolution: To what extent does the material or interface allows to produce a shape/graphic
with high resolution? Low values indicate the material allows for low levels of detail, high
values indicate the material allows for high levels of detail
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Usability/User Experience (Function)
Ask participants to rate the following aspects about the material or interface on a 7-point
Likert Scale.
12.Ease of use: how easy is it to use or create something with it? Low values indicate the
stimulus is not easy to use, high values indicate the stimulus is easy to use.
13.Haptic exploration: Once a shape is created with the material or interface, how easy is it
to explore haptically? (low values—not easy to explore; high values—very easy to explore)
14.Readability of shape: Once a shape is created with the material or interface, how readable
or easy to understand is the shape? (low values—not readable; high values—very readable)
15.Error prevention/handling: How easy is it to prevent making errors while making a shape
with this stimulus? && If you make an error, how easy is it to rectify? (low values—not easy;
high values—very easy)
16.Reference points: How easy is it to find or set reference points with this stimulus? (low
values—not easy; high values—very easy) ó
Purpose/Context of Use
17.For which situations would you use this interface for?
18.How would you use it?
19.If any, what changes would you make to it?
Part 2: Preferences (15 min)
Let’s discuss a bit about your preferences regarding these interfaces…
20.Which ones did you like the most? Why?
21.Which ones did you like the least? Why? What is lacking with that interface?
22.What are other pros and cons you can think of?
23.What are the ideal attributes you would want in tactile creative tool? How would you rank
these attributes in order of importance?
Part 3: Brainstorm (20 min)
Let’s use the materials and interfaces you just explored as inspiration for this next brainstorm.
24.Take 1 min to come up with as many ideas as you can for a creative tactile tool…
[Discuss ideas]
25.Let’s pick out two concepts and break them down…
In what context would Concept #A be used? What about Concept #B?
26.What functionalities would they need?
[Discuss]
Thank participants. PAY INCENTIVE
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G: Group Average
BF: Blindfolded Condition Average
B: Blind Condition

C. Table: Blind vs. Blindfolded Conditions
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D. ATLAS.ti: Codes & Categories
ATLAS.ti Report
Thesis_Thematic Analysis
Codes (selection)
Report created by Gabriela Feijoo Carrillo on 6 Aug 2018
ACCESSIBILITY
Linked Codes:
• accessibility: Cannot click on images with screen-reader
• accessibility: Describes how to make an image button accessible
• accessibility: Important to follow accessibility guidelines
ATTITUDES
Linked Codes:
• attitudes: Being able to grow quality of your work
• attitudes: Being able to have control over your design project
• attitudes: Being open to try new things
• attitudes: Being proud of what you do
• attitudes: Not being afraid to start over if design not coming as expected
• attitudes: Task for the designer to tackle themselves
CONTEXT
Linked Codes:
• context of use: Use fuzzy wires as a cleaning tool
• context of use: Use fuzzy wires as Christmas decoration
• context of use: Use fuzzy wires as prototyping material
• context of use: Use Zoob for mechanical prototyping
• context use: Use kinetic sand as brainstorming tool
• context: Additional information needed to understand shape
• context: Additional information not necessary
• context: Change in semantic category not clear
• context: Using the magnetic spheres as a toy
• context: Without context your imagination can take you anywhere
DESIGN
Linked Codes:
• design: “It’s an iterative process, so it should be easy to change something when you are
not happy with it”
• design: ‘Tactile’ people can add significant details to a design
• design: Awareness of color combinations
• design: Blind and sighted designers should design together
• design: Choosing the right material is important when creating something new
• design: Don’t want to have to trust a tool over your own hands
• design: Experiencing material only by touch should be part of creative process
• design: Importance of color in the design process
• design: Importance of including differently abled people in your creations
• design: Pairing things together based on color
• design: Paying attention to the tactile experience increases design quality
FRUSTRATIONS
Linked Codes:
• frustrations: ‘You can’t determine for someone else on how to build their project’
• frustrations: Complacency around blind community
• frustrations: End-users having different expectations about designed product
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•
•
•

frustrations: Feeling like there’s no coordination with what you are envisioning vs what you
are making”
frustrations: Problem about blind people being excluded
frustrations: You want people to respect your design decisions

IDEAS
Linked Codes:
• ideas: “A blind designer can create chairs and tables with these prototyping tools and then
scan them to be digital”
• ideas: a visual notepad for sketching designs
• ideas: Ability to sync scanned 3D clay model with a digital map
• ideas: Change fuzzy wire into fancier material for weaving or creating flexible textile
• ideas: Combine kinetic sand with sound vibrations to feel its reactions
• ideas: Combine magnets with other materials
• ideas: Combine pin-matrix with other materials
• ideas: Combine pin-matrix with sound vibrations to feel music if deaf or blind
• ideas: Create a white cane with adaptive, complementary pins on the ends
• ideas: Create different patches of textures using the tactile drawing paper
• ideas: Create magnet molecules for textiles to create patterns
• ideas: Create magnetic wooden construction set that includes squared pieces
• ideas: Digital pin-matrix for drawing and with storage to save designs
• ideas: fuzzy wires with magnetic connections
• ideas: Have fuzzy wires that glow with light
• ideas: Let user synthesize texture feel with material feel
• ideas: Make a painting interface where you can play with different textures
• ideas: Make a programmable pin-matrix
• ideas: Organize fuzzy wires into boxes labeled in Braille with the colors
• ideas: pin-matrix as educational tool
• ideas: Solution addressing error rectification on pin-matrix
• ideas: Turn sand to be magnetic to use grains for Braille text in books
• ideas: Use fuzzy wires for prototyping jewelry
• ideas: Use fuzzy wires to create 3D typography
• ideas: Use fuzzy wires to make models for architecture
• ideas: use fuzzy wires to make wireframes for 3D modeling
• ideas: Use magnetic buttons in clothing
• ideas: Use magnetic cubes as a kind of LEGO for the blind
• ideas: Use magnets for wearables and textile
• ideas: Use magnets to combined 3D printed parts
• ideas: Use pin-matrix as a scanner to digitize clay 3D models
• ideas: Use pin-matrix for architecture or landscape design
• ideas: Use pin-matrix to design board games for blind people
• ideas: Use pin-matrix to simulate an interface/buttons by using flexible prop
• ideas: Use sand to give color to texture in paintings
• ideas: Use the kinetic sand as stress balls
• ideas: Use Zoob to create articulated shapes to serve as models for painting
IMAGINING
Linked Codes:
• imagining the colors of the materials
• imagining: “I didn’t expect the colors of the blocks... I thought it would be just wood”
• imagining: “I didn’t expect the pen to give color... I thought it would just be a tactile
experience”
• Imagining: Being disappointed of actual color of material
• imagining: Creating a mental image based on “my image of reality on what I think it looks
like”
• imagining: Different expectations about how the ice-breaker shape looked like
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•
•

imagining: Harder to imagine what you are making because you can’t really see it
imagining: Recreating a previous shape from memory

LANGUAGE
Linked Codes:
• language: “Easy to make mistakes when you can’t see anything”
• language: “I don’t know how you would check that it you can’t see”
• language: “If you really carve in the details... then it’s really hard to see them”
• language: Having difficulties expressing how something feels (novices)
• language: Having difficulties expressing ideas without using gestures (novices)
• language: Using tactile language
• language: Using visual language
MATERIAL ATTR COND
Comment:
Examples illustrating a negative attribute of current state of materials/interfaces.
Linked Codes:
• material attr cond: Fuzzy feels soft BUT surface is not smooth
• material attr cond: Fuzzy feels soft BUT wire is harder BUT still deformable
• material attr cond: magnet alone is hard BUT all together feel soft
• material attr cond: Magnet balls easier for organic 3D shapes BUT magnet squares easier
for building and having right angles
• material attr cond: Magnetic spheres usable as toy BUT not for designing
• material attr cond: Most is smooth EXCEPT for ball joints on construction set
• material attr cond: Nice feel BUT too breakable
• material attr cond: Not easy to prevent errors with sand BUT easy to fix them
• material attr cond: Pin alone is somewhat stiff BUT all together feel elastic
• material attr cond: pin itself hard BUT surface feels smooth
• material attr cond: Pin-matrix translates prop well BUT with lower resolution than prop
itself
• material attr cond: Reference points easy only because shape is not detailed
• material attr cond: Reference points somewhat easy BUT hard to be accurate
• material attr cond: Too breakable to make 3D objects BUT 2D could work
• material attr cond: Too breakable to make lines BUT dots work
• material attr cond: Too fuzzy BUT ends can work as ref. points
• material attr cond: Using magnets, error prevention is not easy BUT error rectification is
easy
MATERIAL ATTR NEG
Comment:
Descriptions of current negative attributes of materials
Linked Codes:
• material attr neg: Can’t make a permanent/durable shape
• material attr neg: Deforms too easily
• material attr neg: Difficult to modify/rectify back into original shape
• material attr neg: Extra tools required to handle material successfully
• material attr neg: Fails as a prototyping tool
• material attr neg: Hard to move/rotate material while shaping
• material attr neg: Limited creatively due to brittleness of material
• material attr neg: Need more time to create intended shape (Kinetic Sand)
• material attr neg: Not intuitive to find errors
• material attr neg: Not intuitive to use
• material attr neg: Not retaining the given shape properly
• material attr neg: Not useful for 3D modeling
• material attr neg: Often difficult to shape
• material attr neg: Only can explore/create half of shape
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

material attr neg: Only simple shapes are read or explored easily
material attr neg: Only simple shapes can be created
material attr neg: Reference points are not intuitive to find
material attr neg: Too clunky and breakable
material attr neg: Too sticky and not pleasant
material attr neg: Too uniform, ref points difficult to determine
material attr neg: Too unstable
material attr neg: Too unstable to explore haptically
material attr neg: Unnatural to have to press hard with pen

MATERIAL ATTR POS
Comment:
Descriptions of current positive attributes of materials
Linked Codes:
• material attr pos: “If it’s easy to modify, it’s easy to create something”
• material attr pos: “The more 3D it is, the easier”
• material attr pos: Able to create a shape straight away
• material attr pos: Able to create shape after some time
• material attr pos: Being able to hold entire 3D shape makes it easy to explore/understand
• material attr pos: Bendable and dynamic
• material attr pos: Easy to bend for molding and error rectification
• material attr pos: Easy to deform
• material attr pos: Easy to explore without destroying it (Clay)
• material attr pos: Easy to recognize or explore known shapes
• material attr pos: Exploration easy only for simple shapes
• material attr pos: Feels nice to the touch
• material attr pos: Flexibility of material allows for reuse many times
• material attr pos: Intuitive to use
• material attr pos: More durable
• material attr pos: Once shape is known, navigating/finding reference points is easy
• material attr pos: Reference points are easy to find because shape is 3D
• material attr pos: Reference points are fixed
• material attr pos: Reference points are intuitive to find
• material attr pos: Retains shape properly
• material attr pos: Simple to understand
• material attr pos: Sturdiness makes it ease to prevent errors
• material attr pos: Sturdiness makes it easy to explore (pins)
• material attr pos: Sturdy enough to manipulate
MATERIAL NEG EX
Linked Codes:
• material neg ex: “If someone rotates shape, my reference points would get lost” (Zoob)
• material neg ex: “It’s like a LEGO but worst” (Zoob)
• material neg ex: 3Dimensionality is limited by the height of pins
• material neg ex: Bending wire repeated times for error rectification can break it
• material neg ex: Can’t achieve small details with sand
• material neg ex: Carved in details with sand are easy to mess up
• material neg ex: Compared to fuzzy wires, exploration more difficult with pin-matrix
• material neg ex: Details are limited to the width of the fuzzy wire
• material neg ex: Difficult to recognize even if shape is simple and familiar (Zoob)
• material neg ex: Dislikes the feel of the material. Feels cheap (Zoob)
• material neg ex: Easy to overlook errors when using interface
• material neg ex: Error rectification is trickier when you are working on final product (and
not prototyping)
• material neg ex: Fingers are too thick to push one pin at the time
• material neg ex: Hard to know where to put back a piece to rectify (Zoob)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

material neg ex: If drawing on pin-matrix, it’s easy to press other pins by mistake
material neg ex: If prop underneath is moved, pin shape deforms
material neg ex: Not enough detail to make complicated shapes (Zoob)
material neg ex: Pieces are too chunky to create enough details (construction set)
material neg ex: Pieces are too hard to join or detach (Zoob)
material neg ex: Pin interface interferes when wanting to edit material
material neg ex: Pins so close together would make error prevention harder
material neg ex: Putting too much pressure with fingers deforms material easily (Kinetic
Sand)
material neg ex: Readability is hard because you can’t pick it up with hands
material neg ex: Resolution is limited by material fuzziness
material neg ex: Resolution is limited to predetermined basic pieces (construction set)
material neg ex: Sand and magnets not easy to create shape straight away
material neg ex: Sand lacks boundaries, except when you have a mold
material neg ex: Trouble adjusting hand precision when drawing

MATERIAL NEU EX
Linked Codes:
• material neu ex: “If I squeeze the cube, I can feel it bounce back into shape”
• material neu ex: (Fuzzy) Shape is distinguishable only when fresh in the mind
• material neu ex: Afraid pieces could break because pushing hard was necessary (Zoob)
• material neu ex: Amount of pressure for exploring pin-shape depends on sturdiness of prop
• material neu ex: Ease of use changes with shape complexity
• material neu ex: Easier to start over with the drawing paper than with the magnetic spheres
• material neu ex: Molds/props are needed to create shape with pin-matrix
• material neu ex: Pin-matrix feels elastic because of flexibility with props underneath
• material neu ex: Reference points are easy if shape is asymmetrical (Zoob)
• material neu ex: Resolution of kinetic sand depends on the tools you have
• material neu ex: The balls can easily slide next to each other and deform. Wooden magnets
don’t deform as much.
• material neu ex: You can create 3D shapes but material (Fuzzies) isn’t 3D itself
MATERIAL POS EX
Linked Codes:
• material pos ex: Clay is good for prototyping and making iterations
• material pos ex: Clay is the easiest to create something without sight
• material pos ex: Concave 3D details are easier to read
• material pos ex: Concave 3D details less easy to mess up
• material pos ex: Easy to maintain pieces together (not lose them) if you can’t see
• material pos ex: Easy to prevent errors because it’s clear where each piece fits
• material pos ex: Error correction it’s easy because pin-matrix is reversible
• material pos ex: Error prevention is easy because it depends on the prop
• material pos ex: Fuzzy wires are good to make outlines
• material pos ex: It can be deformed easily (Zoob)
• material pos ex: Magnetic haptic sensation feels nice/interesting
• material pos ex: Magnetic spheres are nice are reference points because you can count
them
• material pos ex: Magnetic spheres are nice to play with
• material pos ex: Magnetic spheres have more degrees of freedom than Zoob
• material pos ex: magnets together feel solid but liquid, like a textile
• material pos ex: Magnets were very entertaining
• material pos ex: Malleability of the clay allows for easy rectification
• material pos ex: Paper and pen allows to create a high level of detail
• material pos ex: Pin-matrix good to show texture, shape and contours
• material pos ex: Pins are equidistant so is easy to count them to help navigation
• material pos ex: Predetermined pieces makes easy to prevent/rectify errors
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•
•
•
•

material pos ex: The magnets are interesting because they give ideas just by being what
they are
material pos ex: Using your body to easily mold shapes with magnetics spheres
material pos ex: Using your body to easily mold the fuzzy wire
material pos ex: You can keep adding to it and won’t fall apart (Magnetic spheres)

MODIFICATIONS
Linked Codes:
• modifications: Add joints that click-in to attach wires better
• modifications: Change the magnetic spheres into cubes
• modifications: Combine chenille wires with magnets
• modifications: Have more diversity of pieces to expand design possibilities (Zoob)
• modifications: Increase display size and resolution of pin-matrix
• modifications: Make pieces finer to allows for more detail
• modifications: Make wire thicker to improve material rigidness
• modifications: More opportunities to attach/detach pieces and more fine-grained pieces
(Zoob)
• modifications: Turn pieces into wood instead of cheap plastic (Zoob)
• modifications: Want to increase pixel density in pin-matrix
• modifications: Wanting material to harden out
PRACTICE
Linked Codes:
• practice: “Blind people have it too easy sometimes... I’m not against easy to use things,
but blind people start to get used to it, while the world around them doesn’t work that way”
• practice: “I would like it [programmable pin-matrix] to be accessible as well... you know
simple, but not too simple; advanced, but not too advanced”
• practice: “the blind user can’t simply perform [the task] at the same skill level… They can
want to [they can be very motivated] but they can’t... we can’t because we lack the ability
to [look at what we are doing]”
• practice: Blind people have more tactile exploration skills
• practice: Enjoying the challenge of figuring out how to work with the material
• practice: More skills and time needed to design with magnetic spheres properly
• practice: More time needed to achieve a usable shape
• practice: More time needed to get used to the tool
• practice: More time needed to learn how to do meaningful 3D shapes (Zoob)
• practice: Need a level of practice to use create something with fuzzy wires
PREFERENCES NEG
Linked Codes:
• preferences neg: Construction set (Zoob)
• preferences neg: Kinetic sand
• preferences neg: Magnetic spheres
• preferences neg: Tactile drawing paper with pen
PREFERENCES POS
Linked Codes:
• preferences pos: Chenille wires
• preferences pos: Clay
• preferences pos: Magnetic spheres
• preferences pos: Magnets with cube modification
• preferences pos: Pin-matrix (potential)
• preferences pos: Tactile drawing paper
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PROBLEMS
Linked Codes:
• problems: Larger population should realize one can also feel, touch, and design
REFLECTIONS
Linked Codes:
• reflections: “I wonder what do blind people actually draw... Especially because you can feel
what you drew”
• reflections: “Ironically, this has been an eye-opening…”
• reflections: Blind people would have more imagination because we limit ourselves by just
seeing
• reflections: Getting more out of the touching experience than the visual experience
• reflections: Giving more attention to other senses
• reflections: Having the feeling that the room was smaller
• reflections: Having the feeling that we were closer together
• reflections: Sighted people take sense of touch for granted
RESOLUTION
Linked Codes:
• material neg ex: Resolution is limited by material fuzziness
• material neu ex: Resolution of kinetic sand depends on the tools you have
• resolution: Ability to create details depends on size of shape
• resolution: Allows to take advantage of sense of touch
• resolution: Can apply subtle details and the feeling it’s very subtle (Pen with drawing paper)
• resolution: Concerned to lose detail when scanning model with pin-matrix
• resolution: Hands may not be the best tools to create details
• resolution: Helps increase shape recognition
• resolution: Important for both blind and sighted people
• resolution: Want to create things with detail
STRATEGIES
Linked Codes:
• strategies: Extract outline of physical shape to recreate mental image
• strategies: Feel others’ shapes to better rate readability
• strategies: Navigating shape using reference points
• strategies: of blind designers to keep track of their design
• strategies: Problem-solving on how to create a certain shape with Zoob
TACTILE VS VISUAL
Linked Codes:
• imagining: “I didn’t expect the pen to give color... I thought it would just be a tactile
experience”
• Imagining: Being disappointed of actual color of material
• imagining: Creating a mental image based on “my image of reality on what I think it looks
like”
• imagining: Different expectations about how the ice-breaker shape looked like
• practice: Blind people have more tactile exploration skills
• reflections: Blind people would have more imagination because we limit ourselves by just
seeing
• reflections: Sighted people take sense of touch for granted
• resolution: Allows to take advantage of sense of touch
• resolution: Important for both blind and sighted people
• tactile vs visual: “Being able to only feel something, it’s more intense and you appreciate it
more. Because if you see, you take 50% of the surprise off”
• tactile vs visual: “I discovered since I’m blind, that I only have experienced half the
experience… touching is the other half”
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tactile vs visual: “I had an image in my mind. I had no way to verify it, so I have to see later
on what I made...”
tactile vs visual: “I like knitting and weaving because you are able to put so much detail and
also if you really pay attention to it, then you can also see it”
tactile vs visual: “I quite liked drawing when I was sighted, but now it’s too unnatural for me”
tactile vs visual: “I’m kind of intrigued with drawing that it’s usually this visual thing, and
that you can make it more tactile for blind people”
tactile vs visual: “It’s very uncomfortable not to see... I know what I want to create, but I
can’t actually verify what I’m making”
tactile vs visual: “Jewelry is a tactile experience, especially for blind people”
tactile vs visual: “Now I have a reference point. Now it’s like ‘Oh wow! I missed all these
details”
tactile vs visual: “When you look at something, you can see the entire thing; but when you’re
working with your hands, you’re only at that specific point”
tactile vs visual: “When you see a material, you recognize it and already know 50% of what
is going to feel like. But when you don’t see anything and touch it for the first time, it’s like
‘Oh my God!’ and you want to touch it more and more”
tactile vs visual: “You can see and design, but you also can feel, touch and design”
tactile vs visual: “You want it to feel nice to the touch. I don’t really care about how it looks”
tactile vs visual: Comparing tactile feel with past visual experiences
tactile vs visual: Curious to see how shape actually looks like
tactile vs visual: Feeling and designing is more insightful than just looking
tactile vs visual: Feeling more surprised by materials after taking off blindfolds
tactile vs visual: Imagining what it looks like interferes with what it feels like
tactile vs visual: Magnets hard to use even with sight
tactile vs visual: Most of materials were already familiar, so they didn’t feel as surprising,
except for the drawing paper
tactile vs visual: Touching a novel material made person feel clumsier because she didn’t
know what she was doing exactly.

WANTS
Linked Codes:
• attitudes: Being able to have control over your design project
• wants: Ability to create fine-grained, subtle details with the material
• wants: Ability to create dynamic movement with material or tool
• wants: Ability to go back to edit design and follow an iterative process
• wants: Ability to hold/handle the material/tool as a whole
• wants: Ability to track changes and history of own designs
• wants: Be able to finalize product quickly
• wants: Being able to create a digital map using physical clay models
• wants: Being able to draw a sketch before creating the 3D design
• wants: Bridging the gap between physical and digital creations
• wants: Creating a tool that includes both blind and sighted designers
• wants: Creative tool that is easy but challenging at the same time
• wants: Freedom of being able to shape material into anything
• wants: have ability to create complex shapes
• wants: Having physical models of own designs
• wants: Hope that tactile or audio designs speak to the imagination
• wants: make attaching pieces of material together easier
• wants: Material should have some nice weight to it, so it feels you actually have something
in your hands
• wants: Material to be easy to mold
• wants: No extra tools are needed to design
• wants: Portability of the material or interface
• wants: Respecting other people’s creative ideas and decisions
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